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Shelest confirms he was purged Vienna agreement strengthens
for ''Uferainfon nafiona/fsm''
commitments 0П human rights
VIENNA - Thirty-five states meet for the first time since what has become
the 80-year-old "private pensioner
confirms that he was removed for his ing here since November of 1986 to known as the Helsinki process began, a
review
compliance with the 1975 Hel formal mechanism was established
alleged
"Ukrainian
nationalism"
and
The former Ukrainian Communist
Party leader and Politburo member reveals that Mikhail Suslov was the sinki Accords agreed on a concluding whereby countries may complain to
document that strengthens human others about human rights abuses.
Petro Shelest has finally managed to main force behind his dismissal.
Under the new mechanism, the Post
The latest interview with Mr. Shelest rights safeguards. The agreement,
explain why he was dismissed over 15
years ago and made a "non-person." appears in Argumenty і Fakty, a rather made public in Vienna on January 16, ' noted, a government must reply if
After a decade and a half of enforced more influential publication than Stro- was hailed by diplomats as the most another government requests informa
silence, another interview with Mr. itelnaya Gazeta, on whose pages the significant to come out of the Con tion about suspected abuses of human
Shelest has appeared in the Soviet press, veteran Ukrainian Communist made ference on Security and Cooperation in rights. Governments also may demand
the second in just over six months. In it, his unexpected reappearance last June. Europe since the signing of the Helsinki bilateral meetings on such abuses.
In addition, the concluding docu
As on that occasion, Mr. Shelest speaks Accords.
Ambassador Warren Zimmermann, ment provides that signatory states
well of NikitaKhrushchevbut condemns
Leonid Brezhnev and especially Mik chief of the U.S. delegation to the must "respect the right of their ci
hail Suslov, who, he confirms, was the Vienna talks, said the Vienna con tizens to contribute actively, indivi
number two man in the Brezhnev cluding document was "by far the stron dually or in association with others, to
gest set of commitments on human the promotion and protection of human
leadership.
This time, however, Mr. Shelest also rights that we have ever had in any East- rights and fundamental freedoms," and
it states that no person may be punished
talks about differences over national West document."
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - The Ukrain ities policy, depicts Suslov as a neoHe explained that the document for exercising rights guaranteed by the
ian National Association will pay its Stalinist and an assimilator, and de includes "comprehensive and detailed agreement.
members more than SI million in scribes how Brezhnev and Suslov en commitments" in all facets of human
By approving the Vienna agreement,
dividends during 1989, the fraternal. gineered his removal on the pretext of and civil rights, among them, religion, signatory states agreed, among other
organization's Home Office announced "nationalism."
communication, travel, emigration, provisions, to:
following a December 17 meeting of its
^ Ensure human rights and funda
According to Mr. Shelest, Brezhnev minorities and the monitoring of hu
Supreme Executive Committee.
mental freedoms to everyone within
was a "cowardly, mistrustful and dull- man rights.
At that meeting, the last meeting of
(Continued on page 3)
The Washington Post reported that
(Continued on page 16)
1988, the UNA executives also voted to
donate S 10,000 to the Armenian Earth
quake Fund of the Armenian Church of
America (see The Weekly, January 1).
A check in that amount has already
Ultimately, representatives of Soviet were afforded several opportunities
been presented to Archbishop Torkom Moscow hosts
NGOs, including a member of the during the proceedings to voice opi
Manoogian.
Moscow branch of the Ukrainian Hel nions or pose questions.
The Executive Committee's meeting larKdmark parley
sinki Union, were permitted to parti
The conference, which was divided
was chaired by Supreme President John
cipate
as observers in the meetings, held into five topical workshops, was
by Chrystyna N. Lapychak
O. Flis. In attendance were: Supreme
at the Soviet Peace Committee's office
Vice-President Myron Kuropas, Su
(Continued on page 13)
MOSCOW - The role of indepen building on Moscow's Peace Street and
preme Director for Canada John Hewdent
citizens'
groups,
better
known
as
ryk. Supreme Vice-Presidentess Gloria
Paschen, Supreme Secretary Walter non-governmental organizations
Sochan and Supreme Treasurer Ulana (NGOs), as monitors of human rights in
Diachuk. Stefan Hawrysz was present the United States and the Soviet Union
as a representative of the Supreme was the focus of an unprecedented
human rights conference marking the
Auditing Committee.
The round of officers' reports began 40th anniversary of the U.N. Uni
versal Declaration of Human Rights,
with that of the treasurer.
Mrs. Diachuk noted that during the held here on December 6-9.
The official Soviet Peace Committee
first 10 months of 1988 UNA assets
grew by 52,083,930 and reached a total hosted 32 Americans, representing a
wide
variety of independent human
of S62,746,020.
Income on all investments totalled rights and peace groups, as well as
55,159,596, while dues collected a- individual "citizen diplomats," under
mounted to 52,277,704 (5105,090 less the umbrella of the Soviet-American
Forum for Life with Human Rights,
than during the same period in 1987).
Income from the Svoboda Press and during a weeklong stay in the Soviet
capital.
Soyuzivka operations also increased
The non-profit Soviet-American
somewhat, Mrs. Diachuk noted, but
added that the UNA still covers their Forum was created at the first Soviet
American
Citizens' Summit held in
expenses.
Among expenses, the treasurer listed: Washington in February 1988, and was
5369,818 for cash surrenders,51,012,330 intended to serve as a forum for a
for dividends; 5689,654 for death bene continuing Soviet-American dialogue
on human rights, involving unofficial
fits.
Svoboda Press expenses increased by groups. The Soviet delegation, ho
5114,812, while Soyuzivka's grew by wever, agreed to such a meeting on
5340,879. The cost of establishing and human rights in Moscow only with the
running the UNA'S new Washington sponsorship of the Soviet Peace Com Soviet Peace Committee President Genrilcli Borovilc (third from right) addresses
mittee, although same level of parti participants of Moscow human rights parley in early December. Flanking him are
office totalled 563,407.
As regards the Ukrainian National cipation by Soviet unofficial groups was the American organizers, the Rev. Luis Dolan (left) and Rabbi Sheldon Moss
noi categorically ruled out.
(right).
(Continued on page 4)
by Bohdan Nahaylo
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Baltic echoes in Ukraine:
a look at 1988 developments
by Bohdan Nahaylo
PARTI

OF TWO

PARTS

D u r i n g 1988, the Baltic p o p u l a r
movements for national renewal have
spearheaded the push by the USSR's
non-Russian nationalities for greater
political, economic and cultural in
dependence. Indeed, with the exception
of what has been going on in the
T r a n s c a u c a s u s , events in the Baltic
republics have largely overshadowed
d e v e l o p m e n t s in o t h e r n o n - R u s s i a n
republics.
For a fuller picture of the situation in
the USSR, however, it is important to,
take into account the impact "the Baltic
revolution" is having on other republics
and to distinguish beteen the local,
mainly negative, official reaction and
the unofficial response.
Responses in Ukraine
Certainly in Ukraine — the key nonRussian republic because of the size of
its population, its economic impor
tance and its location — there is also
considerable independent public press
ure for change, and the events in the
Baltic republics have u n d o u b t e d l y
found an echo there.
The contrast between the official and
unofficial responses to the examples set
by the Estonians, Latvians and Lithua
nians, is, however, quite striking. The
Ukrainian authorities have sought to
check any "spillover" from the Baltic by
restricting news about developments in
that region to a minimum and pre
venting Baltic act-ivists from meeting
with their Ukrainian counterparts.
On the other hand, Ukrainian dis
sidents and informal
patriotic as
sociations, together with members of
the Ukrainian intelligentsia and, sig
nificantly, elements within the Ukrai
nian Komsomol, clearly welcome the
headway made by the Baits this year
and draw inspiration from it.
Overlap in issues and goals
The fundamental issues the Baltic
activists have raised during the past year
have been ones that Ukrainian dis
sidents have been concerned with since
at least the beginning of the 1960s — the
decade in which Ukrainians pioneered
legalistic forms of national dissent.
It was in 1961 that the jurists Levko
Lukianenko and Ivan Kandyba were
given long terms of imprisonment for
seeking to launch a legal campaign to
test Ukraine's constitutional right to
secede from the USSR.
Four years later, the literary critic
Ivan Dzyuba wrote his classic critique
of Soviet nationalities policy, "Inter
n a t i o n a l i s m or R u s s i f i c a t i o n ? , " in
which he called for the restoration of the
sovereignty of the n o n - R u s s i a n re
publics.
A decade later, the unofficial Ukrai
nian Helsinki Monitoring Group con
tinued to demand that the proclaimed
sovereignty of the union republics be
respected.
As for the language question, Ukrai
nians were among the first to make use
of glasnost to press for recognition of
the principle that the language of the
i n d i g e n e u s^ p о p u 1 a t і p n о f a u n і о n
r e p u b l i c ' s h o u l d be niade the stiate
language of the republic.

Estonian-style cultural union
When, in the spring of 1988, things
really started m o v i n g in the Baltic
r e p u b l i c s , t h e r e was a n i m m e d i a t e
response in Ukraine. Only a few days
after the Council of Estonian Cultural
Unions sent a resolution to the Estonian
Party leadership listing radical pro
posals for reform in the e c o n o m i c ,
social, c u l t u r a l and e n v i r o n m e n t a l
spheres, the Ukrainian weekly Kulturai
Zhyttia suggested on its front page that
a similar independent cultural council
be established in Ukraine.The proposal
seems to have been quashed behind the
scenes, however, for t h e r e was no
f o l l o w - u p t o t h i s i m p l i c i t call for
emulation of the Estonians.
Cooperation between Ukrainians
and Baits
Over the years, there has been con
siderable solidarity among non-Russian
political prisoners, it was therefore not
surprising that, on being freed as part of
the "democratization" process, activists
from the various republics sought to
maintain and strengthen their links.
First - in September 1987 - Ukrai
nians and Armenians founded a joint
committee in defense of political prisoner3. By the following summer, this
initiative had developed into a more
ambitious effort to form acommon front
of the various non-Russian national
movements against Moscow's rule.
On June II and 12, 1988, leading
national rights campaigners from Ukraine, Armenia, Georgia, Lithuania,
Latvia and Estonia met in the western
Ukainian city of Lviv and established a
Coordinating Committee of the Patrio
tic Movements of the Peoples of the
USSR.
Although those who took part in the
meeting were primarily advocates of
political i n d e p e n d e n c e for their re
spective nations, they adopted a pro
g r a m m a t i c p o s i t i o n a d a p t e d to the
conditions of restructuring and "de
mocratization." It resembled the goal
proclaimed by the new popular fronts
that had recently emerged in the Baltic
republics — n a m e l y , " t h e c o m p l e t e
political and economic decentraliza
tion of the U S S R " and the transfor
mation of the country into "a confede
ration of separate sovereign states.
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Shelest interview seen
as blow to Shcherbytsky
MOSCOW - Reporting on the
appearance in the influential weekly
Argumenty і Fakty of an interview
with Petro Shelest, the leader of the
Communist Party of Ukraine who
was ousted in 1972 as a "national
deviationist,"
Washington Post
M o s c o w c o r r e s p o n d e n t David
Remnick noted that "for Shelest to
make a favorable appearance in the
press here is, according to intellec
tuals interviewed this week in Mos
cow and the Ukrainian city of Lviv,
a blow to (Volodymyr) Shcherbytsky."
The Post's story quoted Bohdan
Horyn of Lviv, a former political
prisoner who is one of the leaders of
the Ukrainian Helsinki Union, as
saying: "Shelest is not someone I
admire in the end, but he is a great
deal better than what we have now,"
a reference to Mr. Shcherbytsky. It
was the current first secretary of the
Ukrainian Communist Party who

had carried out mass repressions of
Ukrainian intellectuals in the early
1970s, after he succeeded Mr. Shelest.
Mr. Remnick also reported that
General Secretary Mikhail Gorba
chev is said to be ambivalent about
Mr. S h c h e r b y t s k y - " s u s p i c i o u s
about his links with Brezhnev, but in
need of his tight grip on a republic in
which the rise of a nationalist move
ment would have far greater con
sequences than it has in the smaller
Baltic republics."
The Moscow correspondent no
ted also that although Mr. Shelest
did not speak about his successor,
Mr. Shcherbytsky "is apparently no
longer above criticism." Mr. Re
mnick wrote that Ukrainian poet
Ivan Drach had denounced the
Ukrainian party chief last month and
had called for a new leadership more
in tune with Moscow's proclaimed
movement toward reform.

Political prisoners still confined
in psykhushky, say rights activists
MOSCOW - A group of human
rights activists told reporters at a press
conference here that Soviet authorities
continue to confine political prisoners
in special psychiatric hospitals. The
activists said that 20 or 30 of these
political p r i s o n e r s r e m a i n in " p s y 
khushky" staffed by "sadists."
The press conference was held Janu
ary П in a single-room apartment in
Moscow by Aleksander Podrabinek,
Aleksander Novikov, Valery Senderov
and Anatoly Makhniya.
Mr. Novikov, 27, said he was hospi
talized as a schizophrenic after distri
buting leaflets about democratic rights
and was held in the Chernitovskaya
Hospital near Leningrad until he was
released in October. He related that he
personally had met seven other poli
tical prisoners there, and that through
t h e m he learned a b o u t 20 political
prisoners in that institution alone.
"The doctors are sadists," the As
sociated Press quoted Mr. Novikov as
saying. "These hospitals don't have a
medical function, they have a criminal
punishment function."
Mr. Podrabinek added, "And this is
the time of glasnost, perestroika and
democratization m the time of Gor
bachev."

Mr. Senderov noted that "hundreds
of people are still sitting in custody for
political reasons" in Soviet labor camps
such as the one in Perm where he served
a term.
Mr. Makhniya told of how he was
placed in a psykhushka for two years for
publishing a philosophy manuscript in
the samizdat press.
Describing his e x p e r i e n c e s , Mr.
Novikov said, "All the time I was in the
hospital I felt I would rather go back to
prison," He added that even the hardlabor camp where he had served time
previously was better than the fear in
the hospital.
"There have been cases where people
were quite normal, and they were turned
into psychiatric cases by the pressure"
of the forced treatment, Mr. Novikov
said.
The group mentioned that the most
recent political prisoner to be placed in
a m e n t a l i n s t i t u t i o n is A n a t o l y 11chenko. Mr. Ilchenko, a member of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Union, was called
into a hospital in Mykolayiv, Ukraine,
allegedly to discuss his pension benefits.
"The doctor demanded the names of
people he'd been meeting in Odessa and
Lviv, and said he was engaging in anti(Continued on page 3)

Initial responses to Baltic fronts
Among other indications that the
mass patriotic movements in the Baltic
republics were generating interest and
excitement in Ukraine was the fact that
they were helrf up as models by Ukrai
nian dissidents during the large public
meetings held in Lviv during the sum
mer of 1988.
At the one held on July 21, the newly
released Ukrainian political prisoner
H r y h o r i y P r y k h o d k o told a crowd
about the remarkable degree of national
s e l f - a s s e r t i v e n e s s t h a t he h a d j u s t
witnessed during a stopover in Estonia.
Another speaker, Bohdan Horyn,
acknowledged that people were fre
quently asking why the sort of things
that were happening in Estonia were not
happening in Ukraine and, especially
why there was no Ukrainian popular
front in support of restructuring that
would unite дИ patriotic forces. The
(Continued on page 15)
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Hawrylyshyn discusses future
of Ukraine in world context
by George Yurchyshyn
BOSTON - The Ukrainian Research
Institute at Harvard recently hosted Dr.
Bohdan Hawrylyshyn, director of the
International Management Institute in
Geneva and for over 18 years an in
ternationally recognized authority on
business education and economic de
velopment.
Dr. Hawrylyjshyn's topic, "Ukaine in
the World Context: A Prognosis for the
Year 2000," attracted a sizable audience
and elicited numerous questions and
comments. The speaker introduced his
subject by noting two major shifts which
have characterized this century: first, a
move from a unicentric world domi
nated by the United States to what is
now a de facto multipolar world; and,
second; a significant shift in ideology
from insistence on ideological purity
and orthodoxy to less emphasis on
doctrines and more pragmatic compro
mises to achieve economic results.
Looking toward the future, the spea
ker postulated a scenario of no major
war but also no true peace — a world
characterized by continuing problems
of aging and growing social overhead
burdens in a few developed countries,
while the bulk of the rest of the world
grapples with excessive population
growth. A striking statistic quoted
during the talk noted that of the pro
jected increase in world population of
1.1 billion between now and the year
2000, only 80 million would take place
in the developed countries.
The countries of the future would
include China, which would probably
develop a strong symbiotic economic
relationship with Japan; the U.S.,
which would continue to experience
further slowdown but which retains the
potential for a reasonable turnaround;
and Europe, which has been sur
prisingly mobilized by the slogan of
"1992."
Dr. Hawrylyshyn sees the future of

Ukrainian Helsinki Union members
greet President-elect George Bush

MOSCOW - The All-Ukrainian
the Soviet Union as very problematic
because of its lack of a sense of common Coordinating Council of the Ukrainian
identity, no common philosophical Helsinki Union has greeted President
heritage and therefore no legitimi- elect George Bush and expressed hope
zation of power uncoupled from ideo that the United States will continue to
logy. As much as he would like to see be in the forefront of the defense of
perestroika succeed. Dr. Hawrylyshyn spiritual values and moral-legal prin
ciples.
said he is very pessimistic.
^
A letter of greetings was prepared by
As far as Ukraine is concerned, the
speaker felt its future was closely tied to nine members of the UHU while they
perestroika but that Ukraine would were in Moscow for talks with members
"win" - whether perestroika fails or of the U.S. Congress and the Supreme
succeeds. The argument was that while Soviet.
The full text of the letter, dated
success in perestroika would be the
easier route, failure would create an November 17, 1988, follows.
unstable situation leading to the frag
mentation of the Soviet Union. Ul
timately, there might be some rege
neration of some of the fragments, but Honorable Mr. President:
that would depend on voluntary action
The Ukrainian Helsinki Union
driven by economic objectives.
Whichever scenario plays out, the key sincerely greets you on the occasion of
challenges for Ukraine, according to your election.
Dr. Hawrylyshyn, would be the same:
reinstatement of linguistic identity;
overcoming an era of forced provin
cialism; building a new political system
(Continued from page 1)
appropriate to Ukraine's condition.
their territory and subject to their
The speaker viewed the last point to jurisdiction, without distinction of any
be the greatest challenge and favored a kind such as race, color, sex, language,
parliamentary form of government with religion, political or other opinion,
major emphasis on direct democracy in national or social origin, property, birth
order to force responsibility back on to or other status.
the general population. He stressed the
^ Take effective measures to prevent
need to accept and benefit from the and eliminate discrimination against
heterogeneous mix of peoples in U- individuals or communities on the
kraine as an element of potential dy grounds of religion or belief in the
namism and strength.
recognition, exercise and enjoyment of
During a lengthy question and human rights and fundamental freeanswer session, the speaker encouraged ' doms in all fields of civil, political,
people of Ukrainian extraction to act as economic, social and cultural life, and
"couplers" or "connectors" between to enjgure effective equality between be
Ukraine and the rest of the world during lievers and non-believers.
this crucial time period. In the course
^ Respect the rights of these religious
of his visit to Harvard, Dr. Hawryly communities to establish and maintain
shyn also made presentations at the freely accessible places of worship or
Kennedy School of Government and assembly; to organize themselves ac
the Center of European Studies. He was cording to their own hierarchical and
the guest of the dean of the Harvard institutional structure; and to select,
Business School.
appoint and replace their personnel in
accordance with their respective re
quirements and standards, as well as
with any freely accepted arrangement
between them and their state.
^ Respect the rights of everyone to
give and receive religious education in
tion of workers at the Alberta pro
the language of his choice, whether
vincial museum, the Ukrainian Cul
individually or in association.
tural Heritage Village. Each year
^ Allow individuals, institutions and
several dozen students enroll in these
organizations, while respecting in
courses. The chair is planning to
tellectual property rights, including
expand its program of activities.
copyright, to obtain, possess, reproduce
and distribute information material of
The first seminar of the newly
all kinds.
created chair took place October 20,
^ Ensure the rapid and unhindered
1988, on the theme of "Mothers and
delivery of correspondence, including
Sons: Kozaky, Kobzari and Their
personal mail and parcels.
Attitude Towards Women." The
paper was presented by Prof. Natalie
^ Ensure the conditions necessary for
Kononenko-Moyle of the depart
rapid and uninterrupted telephone
ment of Slavic languages and li
calls, including the use of interna
teratures. University of Virginia. Dr.
tional direct dialing systems, where
Kononenko's research on Ukrainian
they exist, and their development.
dumy had been reflected earlier in"
Also included in the document are
her book "Ukrainian Dumy," pu
references to better conditions for Eastblished jointly by Harvard Univer
West joint business ventures, the rights
sity and the Canadian Institute of
of travelers and respect for journalists'
Ukrainian Studies.
"legitimate pursuit" of their profession.
Richard Schifter, assistant secretary
During the lecture. Dr. Konoof stateJor human rights and humani
nenko brought forward an extre
tarian affairs, said the agreeement
mely interesting theory, one which
provided the most significant new
шау change some generally accepted
guarantees of human rights since the
assumptions about dumy. Though
Helsinki Accords were signed in 1975,
most researchers have posited that
reported The New York Times.
these epics were created specifically
"What's important about this do
by Zaporozhian Kozaks, an ana
cument is not only what's in it, but the
lysis of their texts shows that their
fact that the Soviet Union shows a more
content deals mainly with civilian
serious intention to live up to its com
moral-religious problems rather than
mitments," Mr. Schifter told The
Kozak military themes.
Times. "The Soviets told us they had to

Chair of culture, ethnography
at U. of Alberta is a first
EDMONTON - The Chair of
Ukrainian Culture and Ethnography
was established at the University of
Alberta in 1988. A generous dona
tion of 5325,000 by Erast and Lydia
Huculak made this, the first such
chair in the free world, possible.
The majority of this sum was
tripled by the Alberta Provincial
Government, and today the foun
dation for the chair has reached
nearly Я million. A sum of Я . 2
million is required to make the
project fully operable.
Wasyl and Anna Kuryliw contri
buted SI00,000 to create a scholar
ship foundation for graduate stu
dents of the new chair. The first half
of this foundation has already been
tripled, and the remainder should
soon be similarly matched according
to the provincial government's
program to total over 5300,000.
Interest from this capital will soon be
distributed in the form of doctoral
and other scholarships.
At this time, five graduate students
are conducting research in Ukrainian
folklore, two at the doctoral level and
three at the master's.
Aside from^ offering various cour
ses in Ukrainian folklore at the
beginners and advanced level, the
chair participates in the prepara
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Vienna...

We are convinced that your country
will maintain and reaffirm its role as
leader in the defense of spiritual values
and moral-legal principles, without
which our life would lose its purpose
and value.
We believe that the aspirations of the
Ukrainian nation to spiritual and
national freedom will continue to be
understood and supported in your
country, where these ideals have been
most illustriously realized.
Members of the All-Ukrainian Co
ordinating Council of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Union, participants of mee
tings with the Congressional Commis
sion on Security and Cooperation in
Europe: Mykola Horbal, Bohdan Horyn, Mykhailo Horyn, Mykola Muratov, Serhiy Naboka, Mykhailo Osadshy, Stepan Khmara, Vyacheslav
Chornovil, Oles Shevchenko.
Moscow, November 17, 1988.
scrutinize the language more closely
than ever before because there was
every intention to abide by it."
Ambassador Zimmermann said the
concluding document is "excellent" and
"can play a historic role in the Helsinki
process."
"It is an important milestone, but not
the end of the road" in the West's efforts
to improve East bloc human rights
practices. The Washington Post
quoted him as saying.
The Post also reported that the Soviet
Union's chief delegate, Yuri Kashlev
called the document's new human rights
mechanism a "major breakthrough"
and noted that "the whole process has
now been raised to a qualitatively new
level, unprecedented after Helsinki."
The only country to dissent from the
concluding document was Rumania,
which technically approved it, but
claimed it had the right to ignore some
human rights provisions. An official
statement noted that Rumania will not
feel bound to implement "those pro
visions to which Rumania does not
agree or which it considers inadequate."

Political prisoners...
(Continued from page 2)
Soviet propaganda," Mr. Podrabinek
said.
The Ukrainian Helsinki Union re
ported Mr. Ilchenko's confinement
last week (see The Weekly, January 15).
According to the UHU, he is in the
Dnipropetrovske Special Psychiatric
Hospital, the same institution where he
was held in 1986-1988 for protesting the
poor state of medical care in Ukraine
and the Russification of Ukrainian
higher education.
This time he was apparently confined
due to his activity in collecting sig
natures on a petition circulating iii
Ukraine that calls for the removal of
all nuclear power stations from that
republic.
The UHU reported that a Committee
in Defense of Anatoliy Ilchenko had
been formed with Mykhailo Horyn of
Lviv and Vasyl Barladianu of Odessa
among its members.
In a related development, the As
sociated Press reported from Moscow
that a delegation of American psy
chiatrists was expected to arrive in that
city in late February to visit persons
thought to be political prisoners who
are confined in psychiatric hospitals.
U.S. Embassy spokesman Mike
Hurley told the AP that the group has
requested information about 48 pa
tients and expects to be allowed to see
20 of them.
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Yereniuk heads St. Andrew's College UNA
dividends...
(Continued from page 1)
WINNIPEG - Dr, Roman Yereniuk
was recently appointed by the board of
directors of St. Andrew's College as
principal of the institution for a threeyear term.
Dr. Yereniuk has been associated
with St. Andrew's College from 1972 to
1975 as dean of residence, and from
1980 to 1988 as an assistant professor
and dean of students. In the 1984-1985
academic year he was acting principal of
St. Andrew's College.
Dr. Yereniuk is a graduate of the
University of Manitoba, St. Andrew's
College in Winnipeg, McGill University
in Montreal and the Oriental Institute
in R o m e . In the spring of 1988 he
received his Ph.D. in Church history
from the Oriental Institute. The topic of
his Ph.D. thesis was "The Ukrainian
O r t h o d o x Kievan M e t r o p o l i t a n a t e
1686-1730: From Autonomy to Auto
cracy."
Dr. Yereniuk is a specialist in Eastern
C h r i s t i a n i t y and U k r a i n i a n C h u r c h
history. He also teaches as a sessional
lecturer in Eastern Christianity at the
Center for Ukrainian Canadian Studies
at the University of Manitoba.
Dr. Yereniuk is actively involved in
academic, multicultural and Ukrainian
organizations in Canada. He is chair
p e r s o n of the C u l t u r a l Affairs and
Heritage Resource Committee of the
Manitoba Intercultural Council, vicechairperson of the Manitoba Centen
nial C e n t e r C o r p o r a t i o n a n d c h a i r 
p e r s o n of t h e U k r a i n i a n C a n a d i a n
Committee's Manitoba Provincial

Dr. Roman Yereniuk
Council.
St. Andrew's College is a Ukrainian
Canadian College affihated with and
located on the campus of the University
of Manitoba. It offers various degree
programs in the faculty of theology for
the Ukrainian O r t h o d o x Church of
Canada and houses the Center for
U k r a i n i a n C a n a d i a n Studies at the
University of Manitoba.
St. Andrew's College also runs a
residenceЇОГ 52 students and programs
Ukrainian cultural activities and
lectures for students and the general
community.

Neporany Fellowship is awarded
E D M O N T O N - The 1988-89 reci
pient of the Neporany Postdoctoral
Fellowship is Dr. Frances Swyripa for
her dissertation, "From Princess Olha
to Baba: Images, Roles and Myths in
the History of Ukrainian Women in
Canada."
As the Neporany Postdoctoral Fel
low, Dr. Swyripa will revise, expand
and prepare her thesis for publication as
a m o n o g r a p h . The N e p o r a r y P o s t 
doctoral Fellowship offers an annual
stipend of 517,500 and an additional
S2,500 for research purposes.
Dr. Swyripa was born in Saskat
chewan and raised in rural Alberta. She
received a B.A. (honors) in 1973, an
M.A. in 1976 and a doctorate in 1988,
all from the University of Alberta.
The recipient of numerous under
graduate awards, she held the pres
tigious Izaak Walton Killam Memorial
(Continued on page 14)

Dr. Frances Swyripa

Manor names director of development
JENKINTOWN, Pa. - Sister Benigna W o w c h u k O S B M has been
a p p o i n t e d d i r e c t o r of d e v e l o p m e n t ,
accounced Sister Mary Cecilia OSBM,
president of Manor Junior College.
As director of development. Sister
Benigna will be responsible for founda
tion proposals and increasing ties with
the Ukrainian community.
Previous to this appointment, Sister
Benigna was the principal of St. Basil
School in Philadelphia from 1976 to
1978 a n d 1980-1988. In 1978-1980,
Sister servied on the Sisters of St. Basil
the Great Community Renewal Team.
Sister Benigna received a bachelor of
science degree in education from Seton
Eall University and a master of educat:r L degree from Villanova University.
1 Vom 1938 to 1978, she was a tea
ching priiiicipal at the elementary grade
fevd and a geometry/algebra teacher at
Sl/Bfi^sil A c a d e m y in P h i l a d e l p h i a ,
v . . . .(С:ішІііиіе4:ш;^.раіе. 1 4 ) . ,

Sislj?5 Двiїйgl^^Ч^wchuk.
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Urban Renewal Corp., income during
the first 11 months of 1988 was
53,113,073 (S143,114 more than in the
previous year), most of that, S3,068,301,
was income from rents and parking fees.
Expenses of the UNURC totalled
S3,093,077, including an a m o u n t of
51,943,733 in interest paid on loans.
These expenses actually decreased by a
sum of 5595,727 from the previous year.
Mrs. Diachuk then went on to speak
of several innovations at the UNA,
i n c l u d i n g the new dividend o p t i o n s
offered to members, whereby members
may purchase additional paid-up insur
ance or accumulate their dividends at an
annual rate of 1 percent.
She also pointed out that tax form
1099 is now being prepared for holders
of all endowment certificates issued
b e g i n n i n g on J a n u a r y 1, 1985. In
addition, the UNA is now asking mem
bers who opted for accumulation of
dividends to provide their Social Secur
ity numbers because such income now is
subject to taxation.
In regard to Soyuzivka, the treasurer
said the 1988 season was not one of the
best, but that this was expected due to
the celebrations in Rome of the Millen
nium of Ukraine's Christianity. Many
renovations and changes are currently
taking shape at the resort, she added.

there are times when it is necessary to
merge such branches with others if we
cannot find replacements, Mr. Sochan
reported.
W o r k on the minutes of the last
annual meeting of the UNA Supreme
Assembly is now being completed by
Maria Savchak, and will be published
shortly in Svoboda.
Minutes of the last, that is, the 31st
Convention of the UNA, which has
already been published in Svoboda,
will be printed next month in book form
and will be mailed to all branch secreta
ries and delegates.
Vice-presidents' reports
Brief reports about their UNA activ
ity were delivered by the vice-presi
dents, Dr. Kuropas and Mrs. Paschen.
Dr. Kuropas spoke about his participa
tion in the Fifth World Congress of Free
Ukrainians and articles he has written
about Ukrainian affairs for the Ameri
can press. Mrs. Paschen, in turn, noted
her concern with the lack of fraternal
activity in the Chicago area.
The director for Canada, Mr. Hewryk, also spoke about the WCFU, as
well as about the concerns of the UNA's
Canadian Representation, which he
heads, including the purchase of a UNA
headquarters building in Toronto.

Supreme president's report
Report of supreme secretary
During the past 11 months of 1988,
branch secretaries and organizers en
rolled 1,015 new members insured for
57,196,000, reported the supreme se
cretary. This total included 406 new
members in the juvenile depar|:ment,
509 in the adult department and 100
members insured under A D D certi
ficates. The average insurance certifi
cate issued this year was for 57,089.
Records showed that in the first 10
m o n t h s of 1988, the U N A lost 809
members who cashed their certificates,
703 members whose certificates ma
t u r e d , 918 who fully p a i d - u p their
certificates and 782 who died. On the
whole, the UNA lost a lotal of 1,838
members in those 10 months.
As of October 31, 1988, the UNA's
total membership stood at 72,317. This
number included active members, mem
bers with fully paid-up certificates and
t h o s e on e x t e n d e d i n s u r a n c e , Mr.
Sochan noted.
The II-month membership campaign
for 1988 revealed that the most popular
among the new classes of insurance was
the 20-Payment Life class, under which
241 were enrolled, said the supreme
secretary. Following in popularity were:
the Single Premium Whole Life - 167
certificates; 20-Year Endowments — Ю6
certificates; Whole Life — 98 certifi
cates; 74 on Endowment at Age 65; and
68 on Endowment at Age 18.
in the iaier months, interest rose
notably for Juvenile Single Premium
certificates. These certificates are most
ly provided by parents, and even more
so by grandparents for their grand
children.
Term insurance, although obtained
for high amounts by applicants, is not
yet as popular as expected, according to
Mr. Sochan. Term certificates were
obtained by 31 members for a total
amount of 5915,000 in Class T-10; 28
members for a total of 5465,000 in Class
T-5; 27 members for a total of 5220,000
in Class T-23; five members for a total
of 5275,000 in Class ART; and one
member for 580,000 in Class DT-30
Among UNA branches, frequent crises
aiise Decause oi lesignations ot ola-iimc
branch secretaries, for whom it is very
difficuh to fmd replacements among the
y o u n g e r g e n e r a t i o n . ConseguesH^y

Mr. Flis, as has b e c o m e c u s t o m ,
delivered a report covering UNA affairs
in general, beginning with fraternal
activity and ending with organizing
matters.
The UNA'S fraternal activities coor
dinator, Andre Worobec, was responsi
ble for helping t o organize a series of St.
Nicholas programs for UNA children,
as well as the UNA Fraternalist of the
Year Award and the mailing of Christ
mas greetings to Ukrainian men and
women in the armed forces, Mr. Flis
said.
At Soyuzivka, the supreme president
explained, much construction is cur
rently taking place. At a cost of
5629,000, new housing for the resort's
summer workers is being built, and the
Yasinnia building is being rebuilt into a
modern villa with luxury guest rooms.
In addition, a building near the report
entrance has been purchased and is now
being renovated.
Mr. Flis went on to speak about the
1990 UNA convention that will be held
in Baltimore. A contract has already
been signed with the Hyatt Regency
Hotel for the period of May 28 through
June 2.
The president reported also on his
attendance at meetings of UNA district
c o m m i t t e e s t h r o u g h o u t the United
States and Canada, the WCFU and the
UNA'S Washington office with Eugene
Iwanciw as director and John Kun as
assistant director.
Also noted in the report was Dr.
David Marples' second book about the
Chornobyl nuclear accident, which was
partially funded by the UNA.
The second portion of the Supreme
Executive C o m m i t t e e meeting was
devoted in its entirety to organizing
matters, among them the drop in UNA
membership and the meager results in
e n r o l l m e n t of new m e m b e r s by the
UNA'S professional sales department.
The executive officers noted that the
work of UNA branch secretaries and
organizers still is invaluable in enlisting
new members.
The officers agreed that the organiz
ing goal for 1989 should be 2,000 new
members insured for-a total of SlO
іЛІИіои.
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The Fraternal
by Andre J. Worvbec
Fraternal Activities
Coordinator

Corner

Some "fraternal" points
There are several points that I would
like to touch upon in this article.
First, I would like to thank all readers
who responded to our invitation to
provide us with addresses of Ukrainian
servicemen and women. The response
this year has been significantly larger
compared to last year's. All cards were
mailed out as promised. I am certain
that our men and women in the armed
forces appreciated receiving Christmas
wishes from the UNA.

T h a n k s are in o r d e r to b r a n c h e s
which held St. N i c h o l a s / C h r i s t m a s
parties for children. The number of
b r a n c h e s t a k i n g a d v a n t a g e of main
office's assistance exceeded that of last
year. The main office c o n t i n u e s to
pledge its support for such activities and
has proven that it will become your
partner and provide assistance to any
b r a n c h showing initiative in being
fraternally active.
If any branch is planning any other
events, and desires assistance, contact
the fraternal activities coordinator. The
main office is willing to listen and
supply you with i n f o r m a t i o n a b o u t

what type of help is available.

If you are wondering how to start
your fraternal activity in this new year,
let me offer you a suggestion.
Begin by encouraging your younger
members, who would qualify for a UNA
scholarship this year, to apply for one,
and combine this activity with a mem
b e r s h i p drive aimed at signing up
members who will be graduating high
school in two years or later.

1990 Convention Committee
to be created at meeting
JERSEY CITY, N.J. — The Supreme Executive Committee announced
that a special meeting will be convened in Baltimore on Saturday, February
18, in order to establish a Convention Committee that will plan and conduct
the 32nd UNA Convention to be held in May 1990 in Baltimore at the Hyatt
Regency Hotel.
The meeting will be held from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Hyatt Regency Hotel,
300 Light St. All members of the UNA who live in the Baltimore-Washington
area are invited to attend and become involved in preparing the 1990
conclave.
For information, interested persons may phone Supreme Adviser Eugene
Iwanciw, director of the UNA's Washington Office, at (202) 347-UNAW.

Denver UNA branch sponsors
St. Nicholas party for kids

I am still waiting for notices from
many districts or branches about their
plans to honor UNA families with 100
percent UNA membership. A good time
to honor them would be in February,
UNA'S anniversary month.
For our purposes a 100 percent UNA
family is defined as a husband and wife,
or a parent and children, living tog a t h e r or separately, all of whose
members are certificate holders, with
dues paid up through January 1989.
Secretaries should supply yours truly
with names of families whose members
qualify for this honor.

Young UNA'ers
St. Nicholas presents gifts to children in Denver.
DENVER - A St. Nicholas pro
gram was held here for children of the
local School of U k r a i n i a n Studies
(Ridna Shkola) on December 17,
thanks to the sponsorship of Ukrai
nian National Association Branch 226
and its secretary, Bohdan Hromyk.
All the children p a r t i c i p a t i n g re
ceived free copies of the Veselka child
ren's magazine donated by the UNA.
The children of Ridna Shkola in
Denver, along with their teachers, were
well p r e p a r e d for this event. They
sang, recited poetry and staged a short
skit with the St. Nicholas theme.
St. Nicholas distributed gifts to the
children present. He called each child by
name, asked him or her several ques
tions, offered advice and handed each

one a gift. The children, t h e i r eyes
b e a m i n g with j o y , r e t u r n e d to the
parents.
How good it is that this custom is
preserved in our community, noted
Zenowia Pyrih. "The St. Nicholas'feast
day is a symbol of love, generosity and
beauty. The idea of St. Nick is often
strongly imprinted on the psyche of
each child. Although many things have
changed over the years and many of our
customs, rich in symbolism and beauty,
have d i s a p p e a r e d , nevertheless St.
Nicholas still visits our children. As
long as he continues to visit the children
he will remind us of the basic symbols
of generosity, love and beauty," Mrs.
Pyrih commented.

THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
ANNOUNCES

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 1989/1990
Accordjng to the new, June 1988, eligibility requirements the scholarships will be awarded
to FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATE students attending accredited colleges or universities.
The candidate must be an ACTIVE DUES-PAYING UNA MEMBER for at least TWO YEARS.
Applicants will be judged on the basis of:
1. financial need
2. scholastic record
3. involvement in Ukrainian community and student life
Applications must be received by the UNA Main Office not later than APRIL 1 , 1 9 8 9 .

The newest member of UNA Branch 490 in Irvington, N.J., is Michael Andrew
Chornomaz. The little tyke is the son of Daniel and Maureen Chornomaz of North
PlainHeld, N.J. He is seen above with his sister, Emily, and brother, Gregory. All
the members of the family are UNA'ers.

For application form write to:

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, INC.
3 0 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, N J . 0 7 3 0 2
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NEWS AND VIEWS

Ukrainian WeetlV

Soviets' words must match deeds
in human and religious rights
many of those we listed, paring the
number of those still being held to 15
religious believers.
During the roundtable discussions,
the Soviets reiterated their promise to
promulgate new laws which would
permit the teaching of religion to
minors and allow Churches to engage in
charitable activity. While these activities are randomly permitted now, it is
important that such reforms be codified, integrated into Soviet daily life, and
protected by the authorities.
Other changes, such as the overhauling of Articles 70 and 190-1 of the
Criminal Code (laws prohibiting "antiSoviet agitation and propaganda''and
"slandering the Soviet state and social
order" which have been cited as grounds
for jailing numerous dissidents) have
reportedly been drafted, but not issued.
Further, iSoviet authorities have
repeatedly blocked the commission's
demands for legalization of the Ukrainian Catholic Church. As early as August
1987, a group of courageous Ukrainian
Catholic clergy and laymen signed and
presented their first open appeal for the
Church's legalization. The talks bet^veen the Vatican and the Russian
Orthodox Church have been painstakingly slow, and there seems to be no
progress.
Unfortunately, the Helsinki Commissions has made little progress on behalf
of the 4 to 5 million Ukrainian Catholics, and has only managed to secure a
pledge from the Soviets that their cause
would be placed on the human rights
agenda for further discussion.
In the short time since the return of
the Helsinki Commission delegation,
the Soviets have lifted the "knowledge
of state secrets" restriction from at least
65 Soviet Jews seeking to emigrate and,
of those, almost 30 have been given final
approval for emigration to the West.
Many of these are families who have
been denied permission for over a
decade, including the longest-term
refusenik, Yuli Kosharovsky.
Furthermore, as of November 29,
Soviet authorities halted the jamming
of Western broadcasts such as Radio
Liberty and Radio Free Europe. Although a long time in coming. General
Secretary Gorbachev acknowledged
before the United Nations General
Assembly on Dec^ember 7 that the
cessation of jamming was "part of the
Helsinki process."
Yet, harassment dy authorities continues to be pervasive in Soviet society,
particularly among the unregistered
Churches - the Pentecostals and the
unregistered Baptists, for example.
Couples such as Vasyliy and Halyna
Barats, Pentecostal religious activists,
live with friends because they have been
denied residency permits in Moscow. In
fact, Mrs. Barats was recently beaten by
police when she tried to leave the
apartment where she was living.
In meetings with numerous religious
believers and activists, the request most
often repeated is the insatiable need for
religious literature such as Bibles, Bible
commentaries and teaching materials
for the youth. The window of opportunity has been opened slightly and
Rep. Christopher Smith (R-NJ,) vs a approval for the printing of tens of
member of the Human Rights and thousands of Bibles, and the importaInternational Organizations Subcom- tion of 1 million New Testaments for the
mittee of the House Foreign Affairs Russian Orthodox Church has been
Committee, The article above was extended by the authorities.
disseminated by the News Networlc
Nonetheless, the Churches, and espeInternational, a California-based syndiV,. > (Continn^onpaf^llS)
cate speejdi^^i in rejigio'ids rights.
by Rep. Christopher H. Smith

Independence
This year we mark the twin January 22 anniversaries at a time of
most interesting developments in Ukraine and throughout what today
is encompassed by the vast territory of the USSR.
Almost daily we read reports about growing restiveness in the nonRussian republics of the USSR, whether in Armenia, Azerbaidzhan,
Georgia,or, most'notably, in the Baltic states, to which the USSR has
dubious claims. (The U.S., for example, does not recognize the
forcible incorporation in 1940 of Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia into
the USSR.)
In Ukraine, too — the largest of the non-Russian republics in terms
of both population and area, and the most important economically to
the union — there is ferment.
Unsupported by the republic's Communist Party leadership, with
Brezhnev holdover Volodymyr Shcherbytsky at the helm, the people
are speaking out through their attendance at mass meetings, their
outspokenness in letters to the editor, and their participation in
various unofficial groups and "popular fronts'' that have been formed
on the basis of myriad concerns, such as the state of the Ukrainian
language, ecology, culture, and the processes of democratization and
perestroika.
In short, the Ukrainian people are becoming increasingly more
assertive. Their voices have been joined by those of Ukrainian writers
and members of the Komsomol, but still not by those who are at the
top of the Communist Party leadership in Ukraine. Thus, in Ukraine
today, the movement in support of General Secretary Mikhail
Gorbachev's policies of glasnost, perestroika and demokratizatsia is
coming from below - the people — and not from the party hierarchy.
Amohg the most Vocal and articulate groups speaking out for the
national and human rights of the people of Ukraine is the Ukrainian
Helsinki Union, a federation of rights defense groups located in cities,
districts and oblasts inUkraine,as well as in areas outside its borders
where Ukrainians reside. Stating that the fundamental purpose of its
activity is "the defense of national rights, above all, the right of nations
to self-determination," the UHU argues that "freedom of the
individual cannot be reliably safeguarded in the absence of national
freedom."
In its Declaration of Principles, the Ukrainian Helsinki Union states
unequivocally that "the restoration of Ukrainian statehood, which
today exists only on paper, would serve as a fundamental and
permanent guarantee of securing the economic, social, cultural, civil
and political rights of both the Ukrainian people and the national
minorities that live on the territory of Ukraine."
That is why the UHU, as well as other national movements within
the USSR that have joined together to form the Coordinating
Committee of the Patriotic Movements of the Peoples of the USSR,
have called for a radical transformation of the Soviet regime. "We
envision the future co-existence of the peoples of the I - SSR in the form
of a confederation of independent states," the UHU Declaration
states.
A comparison of the UHU Declaration of Principles and the
demands of the Baltic nations — which have received so much
publicity in the world press — shows much similarity. To put it plainly,
as one columnist recently did: What the Ukrainians want, like the
Baits, Georgians, Armenians and everyone else, is freedom.
And that, of course, is the whole point behind our annual
commemorations of the January 22 holiday - which this year marks
the 71 St anniversary of the re-establishment of an independent
Ukrainian state and the 70th anniversary of the reunification of all
Ukrainian lands into one Ukrainian National Republic. Current
events in Ukraine prove once again that the age-old aspirations for
freedom have not died.

With the general warming of relations between the United States and the
Soviet Union, and the signing of the
INF Treaty in May of 1988, the coming
months and years promise to be historic
and could have a profound effect on the
lives ofhundreds of thousands of people
living behind the Iron Curtain.
The Soviets, and General Secretary
Mikhail Gorbachev in particular, seem
to yearn for attention from the West
and have become much more attuned to
world opinion with respect to their
human rights record. As never before,
the U.S. must seize the opportunity and
challenge the Soviets to match words
with deeds and guarantee the rights of
their citizens.
For the first time, the Soviets agreed
to meet formally in November 1988
with a delegation of human rights
monitors from the Commission on
Security and Cooperation in Europe
(Helsinki Commission). The meetings,
which took place in Moscow and Leningrad, included commissioners from the
House and Senate (including myselO,
high-ranking Soviet officials from the
Supreme Soviet and from a number of
ministries, members of the Soviet
Human Rights Commission, and, most
importantly, leading Soviet dissidents.
While the discussions were substantive, frank and candid, the Soviets have
merely begun to take the initial steps
expected of civilized nations which
uphold and revere human rights. The
key to further negotiations and mutual
respect will continue, however, to be the
Soviets' performance on human rights.
For it is only when a government is
willing to protect personal freedoms
and allow true freedom of conscience
that it is worthy of trust with treaties
and other arms control measures.
The Helsinki Commission will compare Soviet actions with their latest
rhetoric and ultimately will judge
progress by their compliance with the
international human rights documents,
such as the Helsinki Accords, signed in
1975 by the Soviet Union, the U.S., and
33 other countries. The Congress and
the administration are obligated, 1
believe, to maintain the pressure on the
Soviets for constructive change through
the Helsinki process, through all bilateral discussions, and in conjunction
with arms control negotiations.
As part of this Helsinki process, the
Helsinki working group on religious
freedom focused its attention on the
immediate release of all prisoners of
conscience, proposed changes in Soviet
law which restricts religious believers in
exercising their faith, and the legalization of the Ukrainian Catholic Church.
While in Moscow, 1 joined several of
my colleagues in presenting a letter to
Ivan Laptev, member of the Supreme
Soviet and chief editor of Izvestiya.
Attached was a list of 38 individuals
incarcerated for the "peaceful practice
of their faith, or for belonging to
'unregistered' religious associations.'" In
the month following the presentation of
the letter, the Soviets have released
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Cited in memoirs

Ukrainian political prisoner
remembered by Nafan Sharansky
JERSEY CITY N.J. - Whereas the
names of such Ukrainian national rights
activists such as Vyacheslav Chornovil
Lev Lukianenko and Yuriy Badzio are
familiar to The Ukrainian Weekly
readers, there are many Ukrainian
dissidents and political prisoners about
whom we know little.
One such political prisoner who
continues to be persecuted in Perm
Camp 35 is Bohdan S. Klymchak.
Recently mentioned in a New York
Times article by Philip Taubman, who
along with A.M. Rosenthal was allow
ed on a tour of a labor camp - the first
such visit by foreigners - Mr. Klym
chak still is incarcerated in Perm
Camp 35 on charges of treason.
In his memoirs, "Fear No Evil" 0988)
Natan Sharansky writes about this
Ukrainian human rights activist, with
whom he was personally well-acquaint
ed during his years in Chistopol Prison.
Mr. Sharansky writes that Mr. Klym
chak, a native of western Ukraine
(sketchy records place his birth between
1935 and 1937), had hated the Soviet
regime since early childhood, and with
good reason.
His native village, once under Poland,
went to the Soviets after the war. Mr.
Sharansky writes:
"Nationalists throughout the entire
western Ukraine resisted the Soviet
regime, but slowly, step by step, the Red
Army and the NKVD suppressed this
resistance. Bohdan was too young to
participate in this struggle, but when a
monument to some Soviet leader was
blown up in the next town, his oldest
brother was among those arrested. His
entire family, along with other 'enemies
of the people,' was transported to
Siberia.
"Bohdan remembered this move as
the most terrible nightmare of his life.
An enormous train car was packed full
of women, children and old men. They
spent a month in this car: here they ate,
relieved themselves, died (the corpses
were stacked in a corner), and gave birth
(the women would tear their shirts to
make diapers for the babies).
"The families were brought to a
distant forest and thrown off into the
snow. Nearby were barracks, saws and
axes. 'Cut down the trees,' they were
told, 'deliver them to the state, receive
money for your labor, search for sub
sistence,' In other words, fight for your
life.
"Some died; others, including Bohdan's family, survived. Several years
later, during the Khrushchev thaw, his
brother was released from camp. The
authorities agreed he had been arrested
by mistake, which meant that his family
could now return to Ukraine. But by
then Bohdan was starting a local techni
cal school, so he delayed his departure.
His anti-Soviet feelings soon became
known, however, and he was arrested
and sentenced to six years in political
camps."
Mr. Sharansky also describes Mr.
Klymchak's return to Ukraine, his
dream to own land. This was a man who
wanted to have land to grow his own
vegetables, raise cattle and write. Al
though the son of a peasant, Mr.
Klymchak dabbled in writing, produc
ing science fiction stories in Ukrainian.
The Russian language, which was heard
more and more often in Ukraine, drove
Mr. Klymchak into a fury. Mr. Sharan
sky rela.tes that Mr Klyfnchak couldn't
stand listening to the radio, in the
Russian larigiilige, full of Soviet propa

ganda.
As Mr. Klymchak was growing up, he
also began planning his escape from the
Soviet Union. He would go on scouting
trips to the borders of the Soviet Union,
he studied maps and train schedules, as
well as the movements of the border
police.
Mr. Sharansky states that after years
of plotting, one day at a distant station
in Central Asia, Mr. Klymchak left the
train and walked for two days in the
desert toward the Iranian border. He
writes:
"(Actually, he walked for two nights,
for during the day he dug into the sand
like a lizard so that he wouldn't be
visible from the air.) When he reached
the first barrier, he simply pulled apart
two rows of barbed wire and crawled
between them. The poor fool didn't
know that an electronic signal was
transmitted immediately to the nearest
border post.
" 'Another fox jumped over,'said the
officer at the post as he turned off the
alarm. (Klymchak learned this later, at
his trial.)
"After walking another five kilome
ters, Bohdan cut through the final row
of barbed wire with wire cutters and
landed in Iran. At last! For forty years
he had lived in slavery and now he was
free! He went to the first village and
asked to see the police. 'I fled the USSR
for political reasons,' he told them.
'Help me get to the American embassy
in Tehran.'
"They brought him to Tabriz and put
him in jail, where a representative of the
Shah's police began to talk with him.
Meanwhile, the Soviets, having learned.'
about him through an informer, sent a
telegram to Iran: 'A dangerous criminal
and murderer has crossed your border.
We demand his extradition.'
"Because the Shah didn't want to
spoil relations with the Soviets, the
police took Bohdan to the border anmd
handed him over to Soviet authorities.
Bohdan couldn't believe it—Iran, the
friend of America! The free world was
betraying him? His simple peasant mind
simply couldn't understand it, and at
the border he began screaming hysteri
cally. He turned to the Iranian officer
and spit in his face. 'Damn you,'he said
in Ukrainian, 'damn your land, damn
your people!' "
Mr. Klymchak received a sentence of
20 years, including 15 years of impris
onment and five years of exile, the
maximum possible incarceration for
treason.
Presenting a picture of Mr. Klym
chak's life in the cell, Mr. Sharansky
writes of Mr. Klymchak's two favorite
projects: one was to design houses on
paper, complete with all the necessities
needed, the other was to compile a
dictionary of synonyms in Ukrainian.
Mr Klymchak, diligent in his work,
recalls Mr. Sharansky, would go
through every Ukrainian text he could
get his hands on; he would search
through his memory to recall words and
then would copy each new word into a
notebook. He had filled several note
books with these words and tried to pass
them along to Ukrainians in other cells,
without success.
When he was scheduled to leave
Chistopol for Perm Camp 35, Mr.
Sharansky relates that he wanted to
take a copy with him. He decided to
notify the authorities in advance that his
was his desire. He was let out of
Chistofiol with all his ppss,es5ipnis^ but
^Cdntbiued on f ^ e 14)

Faces and Places
by Myron B. Kuropas

January 22: day to recall Ukrainian American past
Every January 22, our community is offices in Washington and both lobbied
reminded of the last time Ukraine was a Congress and the White House on
united, sovereign and independent behalf of assistance for war-torn Ukraine. In response to a Congressional
nation.
We reflect on the Fourth Universal, resolution. President Woodrow Wilson
Ukraine's declaration of independence issued a proclamation on March 2,
proclaimed in 1918, and on the official 1917, designating April 21, 1917, as
union of western and eastern Ukraine in "Ruthenian (Ukrainian) Day" in the
United States, and urging all Americans
1919.
We recall the politically diverse to respond with donations to ease the
governments of Michael Hrushevsky, "wretchedness, misery and privation"
Pavlo Skoropadsky, and Simon Pet- of "the Ruthenian (Ukrainian) people."
liura, and their struggles to maintain Organizations associated with the
Ukraine's sovereignty against the Ger federation collected S32,217.35 in war
mans, the Poles, the tsarist Russians, relief funds on that day while the
alliance network collected S53,89.32. In
and the Bolsheviks.
We also remember with some dismay terms of today's money, that's almost
how in the end, when it appeared that a half a million dollars!
Uiiited Ukraine was an impossible
Although both organizations conti
dream, leaders from western Ukraine nued to vigorously lobby in Washing
and eastern Ukraine severed their ties ton, it was the alliance that succeeded in
and went their own separate ways — opening an office in the Capital Buil
Evhen Petrushevich reaching an agree ding suite of Congressman James A.
ment with Gen. Denikin at the expense Hamill, one of the best friends our
of Petliura, Petliura renouncing all community ever had on Capital Hill.
claims to eastern Galicia in an alliance
Born in Jersey City in 1877, James A,
with Gen. Pilsudski - all in an effort Hamill was elected to Congress in 1906
to salvage what proved, ulimately, to be from the 13th District and served until
unsalvageable.
1921. He was considered one of the best
In all of the reminiscing about our linguists in American politics, having at
glorious days of national freedom we his command Greek, Latin, Russian,
rarely mention the tremendous enthu Gerrtian and French. His French was so
siasm and energy generated by Ukrai good that in 1931, he was made a
nians in America Just prior to, Chevalier of the French Legion of
and following, Ukraine's declaration of Honor for his work in French literature.
independence. At a time when many A close friend of the Rev. Poniatyshyn,
immigrants from Ukraine were still it was Rep. Hamill who shepherded the
calling themselves Rusyns, the establish "Ukrainian Day" resolution through
ment of an independent Ukrainian state Congress.
was a milestone, a turning point in their . Soon after the Armistice in Europe
lives. For most Ukrainian Americans, was announced, the alliance leadership
January 22, 1918, was the event that tried once more to unite the entire
tempered their ethnonational identity. Ukrainian community. On November
From that day forward, they were 18, 1918, the alliance changed its name
forever Ukrainians.
to the Ukrainian National Committee,
Today we pride ourselves on having realigned its executive to include di
two offices in Washington to lobby on senchanted former federation members,
behalf our communal interests, be and embarked on a new phase of
having as if this were some incredibly international lobbying, still under the
innovative political step forward. In leadership of the Rev. Poniatyshyn. The
reality, it is nothing new. We had as new name and reconstituted executive
much over 70 years ago.
was formally approved by 570 delegates
The first All-Ukrainian civic con at a committee convention early in
vention was held on October 30 and 31 1919. Two months later. Rep. Hamill
in New York City. Some 295 delegates and Dr. Cyril Bilyk left for Paris . as
holding mandates from 457 local, non- official Committee lobbyists at the
sectarian organizations came together Paris Peace Conference. Congressman
and formed the Federation of Ukrai Hamill returned after a few months. Dr.
nians in the United States. Heading the Bilyk remained until 1920, returning
newly formed Ukrainian umbrella frustrated and disillusioned both with
organization was the venerable Dr. the peace process and the inability of
Volodymyr Simenenovych of Chicago. various delegations from Ukraine to
Unity within the federation was work together. His report to the com
short-lived, largely as a result of the mittee, published in its entirety to
leftward pull of the well-organized and Svoboda, underscored his disenchant
vocal socialists within the federation. ment.
Soon after the death of Bishop OrtynsOne сапЧ help but be impressed by
ky in 1916, the Ukrainian National
Association withdrew from the fede what our early immigrants, far less
educated
and affluent than our present
ration, joined forces with the Providence
Association of Ukrainian Catholics, population, were able to accomplish. In
and created a second, all-Ukrainian retrospect, it appears that they were
umbrella organization, the Ukrainian more politically sophisticated. They
Alliance of America. Headed by the understood that if they wanted to get
popular Rev. Peter Poniatyshyn, then results in Washington, they needed to
the interim administrator of the entire cultivate political allies and to raise
Ukrainian Catholic Church in America, money. Without that kind of political
the alliance eventually became the more action, all else was hollow rhetoric.
That is the lesson of this January 22.
significant organization.
Both the federation and the alliance That is what we should remember from
the
past. If we're not further along today,
competed with each other for the
Ic^alty of the new fully Ukrainianized than we were 70 years ago, then wherej^i
соАШ^Міу^ ВоШ'^І^ШЙШдіЙ ЬШ
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FOCUS ON THE ARTS

BOOK NOTE: Monograph of works
by Irene Banach-Twerdochlib
The Art of Irene Banach-Twerdochlib. personal dedication and commitment,
Toronto: UMMAN and the Ukrainian it's also a means of prodding the
conscience of those whose memories
Language Association, 1987, 206 pp.
have dimmed or whose souls have
grown complacent.
by Yurij Hanas
It is precisely with this theme in mind
As the eyes scan the art books on that the artist begins her exposition.
display, they are riveted by a cover ^ The destruction of the Ukrainian chur
outlining fragments from the ruins of a ches, the famine-holocaust of 1933,
cathedral in Kiev. The name of the Ukrainian patriots in Siberian con
artist, both in English and in Ukrai centration camps — these images pro
nian, frames the cover plate: Twerdo- vide a powerful indictment of the Soviet
system of terror and de-humanization.
chlib.
There is something prophetic and Especially haunting is a painting called
disturbing in this expressionistic image. "Vinnytsia," in which Ukrainian victims
It impinges itself on one's inner self, of Stalin, crying out in mute vengeance,
one's memory, one's conscience. This is, are starkly contrasted with blossoming
after all, a part of the priceless Ukrai trees camouflaging their mass graves.
nian heritage, of the Ukrainian soul - To my mind, this work is the strongest
the Uspensky Sobor, built in the 11th expose of Soviet brutality, glasnost and
century and destroyed in a barbaric act perestoika notwithstanding.
by the Bolsheviks in 1941. One cannot
Opening an art book is akin to
remain indifferent to its evocative visiting an art exhibit. There are a
message.
number of identifiable works in TwerAs one leafs through the monograph, dochlib's collection which imprint
one is astounded by the artist's pro themselves on one's consciousness.
digious output. Irene Twerdochlib has Among those are churches against
experimented with a vast array of media turbulent skies — St. Mykola in oils or
and techniques utilizing oils, acrylic, St. Mykolai in enamel are only two of
egg tempera, block prints and linoleum them; landscapes from the Pennsylcuts, as well as a camera, to produce a vanian mountains to a dramatic sunset
radiant exhibit of abstract, realist and in Ukraine demonstrate the artist's
symbolic art forms. Its brilliant collec mastery of color and technique; perhaps
tion is filled with color and light — 74 the most original and innovative works
reproductions in ail — meticulously are from the series done in temperaphotographed and assembled by the monotype, such as "Forest in Solitude"
or "Autumn."
artist herself.
There is also a wide selection of
Included in this monograph are a
thoughtful review of the artist's work by beautiful etchings of copper plate
Dr. Bohdan Stebelsky, the artist's enamels ranging from abstract motifs
autobiography, as well as an instructive ("Flowers of Sorrow") to picturesque
article on the art of Hnoleum block country churches in the stillness of
printing of fabric (vybiyka) by the artist winter. Completing this list is an in
who is an acknowledged expert in this teresting series of linocuts, some of which
field. The text as well as the com have been reproduced in the greeting
mentary to the color plates are both in card format.
Ukrainian and English. Over all, "The
The life story of the artist is no less
Art of Irene-Banach Twerdochlib" is a interesting than than of her art. Mrs.
labor of love, it's a testimonial of Twerdochlib was born in Vynnyky,
western Ukraine, began her art studies
in Lyiv and, after fleeing her Sovietoccupied homeland, settled in Roches
ter, N.Y., where she continued with art
courses in silk-screening, ceramics and
photography.
"The Art of Irene Banach-Twerdo
chlib" is an exceptional monograph. It
is carefully compiled (my only reser
vation is its occasionally stitled English
translation), excellent in its technical
production, it's a joy to behold and a
rich banquet for the soul.
The book may be purchased through
the mail from the artist by writing to:
Irene Twerdochlib, 17 Mt. Marcy
Drive, Rochester, N.Y. 14622. Cost is
S30 plus S2.30 for postage. It is available
also at Ukrainian book stores.

ТВЕРДОХЛІБ
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Pei'epa's Christmas sculpture is exhibited

A sculpture of a Christmas tree by Ukrainian American artist Aka Pereyma
was on display at the Troy Cultural Center in Troy, Ohio, as part of an
exhibit titled "Christmas Trees by Artists." The eight-foot metal sculpture is
made, as the artist noted, from parts of rakes, plows, chains and hooks.

Choral music conference is slated
EDMONTON - A conference for
choir directors, singers and music lovers
from across Canada will be held Fe
bruary 24 to 26, in Edmonton. Titled
"Ukrainian Choral Music: Today and
Tomorrow," the conference will involve
international speakers dealing with
subjects ranging from folk songs, to
liturgical music, to directing a chil
dren's choir.
Speakers will explore Ukrainian
music and its place in today's cultural
community. Participants include
Maestro Wolodymyr Kolesnyk of the

Canadian Ukrainian Opera Company,
singer Oksana Rohatyn-Makohon
from the Canadian Opera Company,
University of Alberta ethnomusicologist Dr. Regula Qureshi, Toronto
composer Zenoby Lawryshyn, as well
as several other well-known musical
figures.
Choirs, musical ensembles, and all
music lovers are invited to enjoy the
"Festival of Choirs" (Friday, February
24, John L. Haar Theatre at Grant
MacEwan Community College, 8 p.m.,
SIO), the conference banquet (Satur
day, February 25, 7 p.m., S25), the
Millennium liturgy (Sunday, Fe
bruary 26, St. Basil's Ukrainian
CathoHc Church, 9 a.m.), and to
participate in the variety of lectures,
demonstrations, workshops and discus
sions throughout the conference week
end.
The conference is sponsored by the
Ukrainian Resource and Development
Center and the Ukrainian Music So
ciety of Alberta. It will take place at the
Jasper Place Campus of Grant Mac
Ewan Community College, 10045 156th
St. Registration fee, including all
sessions and events except the banquet,
is S50. To register or for more in
formation, please contact Marie Lesoway, (403) 483-4422.

Musicologist is preparing compendium on Vedel
NEW YORK - Noted contempora
ry Ukrainian composer and musico
logist Prof. Ihor Sonevytsky has pre
pared for publication a monumental
work "Sacred Music of Artem Vedel."
His previous book on this original
and most representative composer of
the Kievan musical tradition was pub
lished in 1966 under the title "Artem
Vedel and His Musical Legacy" by the
Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Scien
ces in the U.S.
For the past 25 years Prof. Sone
vytsky has been collecting Vedel's

compositions from all available sources
in the West. He was fortunate to obtain
almost a complete set of Vedel's works.
The new book is approximately 500
pages long and consists of four parts:
choral concertos, holy liturgy, vespers
and matins, miscellaneous works and
appendices. Prof. Sonevytsky also
wrote an extensive introduction on the
life and work of this outstanding re
ligious composer. Each composition in
the collection is explicated in detail in
the "Notes."

Within Vedel's own lifetime (17671808) none of his compositions were
published. In the 19th century, tsarist
censorship strictly forbade not only the
publication but also the performance of
Vedel's compositions. Only in the
beginning of this century were some of
his works published.
Although almost ail of Vedel's com
positions and manuscripts are pre
served behind the Iron Curtrain, to this
day there is no published collection of
works of this towering figure in the
"Golden Age" of Ukrainian music.
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VISA: seeking liberalized requirements for U.S./USSR family visits
by Marta Kolomayets
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - Tamara Horodysky hopes
to see the day when travel between the Soviet Union
and the West will be as simple as a visit between
Canada and the United States. "You ask for the moon
and settle for what you can get is my philosophy,"she
stated during a visit to The Weekly offices.
And until she gets the moon, Mrs. Horodysky, cochair of VISA, Visits International for Soviets and
Americans, a non-partisan, non-profit organization
that promotes family visits between the United States
and the Soviet Union, will continue to work toward
changes in U.S.-USSR visa and travel procedures.
Together with her husband, Daniel, they founded
VISA in 1985, in Berkeley, Calif. Supported as a
project of the World Without War Council of
Northern California, private grants and donations, the
organization works toward one goal: enabling the
millions of relatives of many national and ethnic
groups in the USA and USSR to exchange regular
home visits. What seems to be a simple request has
kept the Horodyskys putting in 60- to 70-hour work
weeks for the past three years.
Working toward the principles propagated by the
Helsinki Final Act, which says: "The participating
states will favorably consider applications for travel
with the purpose of allowing persons to enter or leave
their territory temporarily and on a regular basis if
desired, in order to visit members of their families," the
Horodyskys clearly draw the distinction between
emigration and visitation. They underscore the fact
that these are separate issues and U.S. policy should
focus equally on both.
Mrs. Horodysky believes that the Soviet Union
could benefit by loosening its restrictions on family
visits, by eliminating six-page forms that ask about
family three or four generations back in time.
"Increased visitation would boost the morale of the
Soviet visitors to the West," she stated. It would also
allow U.S. citizens to visit villages and towns, graves of
their ancestors, instead of limiting visits at Intourist
hotels in Lviv, Kiev or Ternopil.
While there have been many improvements since the
dawning of glasnost and perestroika, Mr. Horody
sky stated that some Americans are still denied tourist
visas to meet with relatives. Some Soviet citizens are
still denied the right to travel by arbitrary decisions of
local officials or by denial of visas by the U.S.
Embassy. He added that some other problems
are that people outside rnajor cities face greater
obstacles; bureaucratic procedures discourage many;
air fares in rubles are sold out for about a year in
advance.
Prior to the 1985 Geneva Summit between Presi
dent Ronald Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev, Mr. Reagan stated: "the cause of peace
would be well served if more individuals and families
could come to know each other in a personal way."
And yet, said Mrs. Horodysky, Americans with
relatives in the Soviet Union watch with frustration as
their difficulties in maintaining human contacts with
relatives continue, while stranger-to-stranger contacts
improve."
An estimated 3 million Americans try to maintain
some contact with relatives, yet in 1987, only 5,700
Soviet citizens made private visits to the United States.
And although those numbers have gone up marked
ly in 1988 (see sidebar) the paperwork, cost, frustra
tion, and waiting period to see the process through
are aggravating, to say the least.
What became even more infuriating with the advent
of change in the Soviet Union, was the streamlining of
visa rules for business and science visitors to the Soviet
Union. Announced last April, the Soviet visa
requirements for U.S. visitors who promote contact
and trade with the West were relaxed. Soviet missions
abroad were instructed to handle such visa requests

We're your Intourist guide, chauffeur and inteфreter, here to
make your visit with your mother as enjoyable as possible.
Cartoon featured in VISA VIEWS, the organization's newsletter.
1. Eliminate visas and allow American and Soviet
within 48 hours and to broaden "to the maximum ex
tent" the terms for issuing documents for multiple-en citizens to travel with only a valid passport.
try visas.
2. Eliminate the invitation (vyzov) process.
And although a new Soviet decree on emigration
This procedure increases a waiting period anywhere
and visits has promised a visa within three days for
emergency cases and a month for others, Mrs. from four to six months Americans who wish to visit
Horodysky relates the experience she had at the Soviet their relatives in two different regions of the Soviet
Union need to complete separate invitation forms for
Consulate in San Francisco in 1988:
each relative.
3. Eliminate the 200 ruble visa fee for Soviet citizens.
"The woman at the window was very sorry, they had
4. Establish a procedure for emergency cases.
no instructions available right now in English, but if I
5. Allow exchange home visits.
waited a while she could give me a Russian-language
This would provide for not only close family visits
version. The instructions say processing a private visa
but
yisits by friends as well.
would take about four months, but that a touristvisa
takes just a few weeks. Conveniently, there are stacks
6. Allow yoiung people and families to travel
of advertisements for travel agencies right at the together.
consulate window."
7. Open up more entry/exit points into the Soviet
Union.
She continued, " Each/ear thousands pay SlOO or
Currently Moscow is the primary transit point for
even S160 a day for a tour to see their relatives. Some, the Soviet Union. The Baltic states, Armenia,
whose relatives live in big cities,risk fines and what are Byelorussia, Ukraine and Russia should have ad
known as 'unpleasant incidents' in order to stay with ditional entry/exit points. Related Alaskan and
their family. Others whose loved ones live in the Siberian natives living three miles away across the
provinces are lucky to snatch a few hours together. Bering Strait need an entry/exit point near their
They risk arrest during illegal trips outside the tour homes.
city to see hospitalized or feeble relatives or to visit
8. Increase the period of validity of visas/passports.
gravesites. Because of stringent Soviet policies only
9. Increase the length of time tourists can spend in
relatively few Americans receive private visas to stay
one
city.
with their relatives each year."
10. Open up closed cities.
"Imagine if you receive word today that your father,
11. Simplify forms.
sister or grandparent was near death, and you were
Soviet citizens must fill out the same form for
told to book a tour which leaves next month and stops emigration or visitation. Forms filled out by Ameri
in a nearby city for three days," she said.
cans must now befilledout in Russian. This should be
To avoid such incidents, the Horodyskys have changed to permit English or any other official
written up a I2-point recommendation list, which language used in the USSR such as Armenian,
should facilitate family visits between the United Estonian, Latvian, Lithuanian or Ukrainian.
States and the Soviet Union. They contend that
12. Improve other means of communications.
relatives should be able exchange visits with the least
Reinstate direct dial telephone communications;
amount of governmental interference; their sug remove prohibitive duties from gift parcels; фііУїиМе
gestions include:
(Continued on page 14)

2,000 Ukrainians visited
United States in 1988
WASHINGTON - According to statistics
compiled by the U.S. Commission on Security and
Cooperation in Europe, more than 20,000 Soviet
citizens were allowed to travel to the United States
as private visitors in 1988. This number is 10 times
the figure of two years ago.
Orest Deychakiwsky, a staffer of the Helsinki
Commission, also noted that of the 20,000 more
than 2,000 were Ukrainians.

Daniel Horodysky

Tamara Horodysky
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In Missouri, too, Ul^rainians
marl< Cfiristian anniversary

JEFFERSON CITY, MO. - Al
though the larger number of Ukrai
nian Americans are to be found in the
urban northeastern States and in the
Great Lakes region, small pockets are
scattered in certain states such as
Missouri.
Five separate colonies of Ukrainian
Americans were established in Missouri
as early as 1898. These were in order of
SAN DIEGO - A solemn pontifical the meal, Alexander Skop, chairman of immigration to the area: St. Louis,
divine liturgy was celebrated at the the Ukrainian Orthodox Church in San Desloge, St. Joseph, Ilasco and Kansas
City. With social and religious assimila
Immaculate Church on the campus of Diego and the Very Rev. Mykyta de tion taking their toll of the second and
the University of San Diego on October livered welcome and greetings to those third generations, only two parishes
2, 1988, to mark the Millennium of who attended. Following their speeches survive in St. Louis and St. Joseph.
was Bishop Lotocky's speech.
Christianity in Ukraine.
Desloge closed in 1947, Ilasco in 1924
The principal celebrant, Bishop
Afterwards, the guests were treated to and the Kansas City (Sugar Creek)
Innocent Lotocky of the. Chicago
parish ceased to exist in 1984 after the
Eparchy, was assisted by the Revs. several melodies performed by Roman parish church was turned over to the
Michael Kurylo, Peter Leskiw, Joseph Ritachka and a presentation of Ukrainian Byzantine Catholic Diocese of Parma,
historical
attire
by
a
group
of
young
Chupil, J. Ridella, Diaz Lodrusn and
Ohio.
Andrew Mykyta. The responses were models from Phoenix, Ariz. The in
The Ukrainian Americans of St.
troduction and presentation were made
made by the congregation.
by Olga Slywka and Myrosia Mychaj- Louis, the Kansas City metropolitan
For the first time in San Diego, the liw. The beautiful costumes, which were area and St. Joseph began planning
Knights of Columbus Honor Guard designed by Ms. Slywka gave insight into their observances in early 1987. On
attended the ceremonies. Before liturgy, the way Ukrainians from different September І8, the St. Mary's Assump
they participated in a procession, carry regions and social classes of Ukraine tion Parish in South St. Louis County
ing the Icon of Our Lady of Pochayiv. used to dress. Outside the dining hall in hosted Byzantine-Catholic faithful
Bishop Lotocky was welcomed with USD Center was a sale of Ukrainian from eastern Missouri, southern Illinois
bread and salt by Marta and Wolody- arts and crafts. Available for purchase and the Mississippi Valley for an
myr Bachynsky.
were Ukrainian ceramics, tapes of observance. The divine liturgy and
After the liturgy, everyone partici Ukrainian music, pysanky, books on banquet were held at Our Lady of
pated in banquet which was held at the Ukraine, embroidery and other ob Snows Shrine in nearby Belleville, 111.
USD Center. Introductory remarks jects.
The liturgy was concelebrated by the
were made by Jaroslav Sysyn, master of
Rev. Robert Bohdan-Piorkowski and
At the close of the banquet, the the Rev. Andrij Onuferko of Ss. Voloceremonies. The invocation arid bles
sing were delivered by the bishop. After prayer was led by the Very Rev. Leskiw. ^, dymyr and Olha Ukrainian Catholic
Parish in Chicago. Following a banquet,
a presentation and slide show was
presented, titled: "The USSR, Religion,
Peace and the People."
A number of Armenian and Greek
The Pittsburgh Millennium celebra
CARNEGIE, Pa. - The billboard
commemorating the Ukrainian Mil tion was held at Point State Park on Orthodox priests were present for the
lennium on the Parkway West near July 24. Thousands of local Ukrainian- liturgy and banquet, representing their
Carnegie, Pa., was a cooperative effort Americans participated in this ecumeni congregations. There are some 60
of many individuals and organizations, cal event, led by two native sons. Bishop households in the St. Louis parish and a
Lou Fleck, owner of Red BuH Inns of Constantine of the Ukrainian Orthodox smaller number in the nearby parish at
western Pennsylvania donated the eparchy of Chicago and Bishop Robert Madison, 111.
On Sunday, September 25, a second
billboard space. The Pittsburgh Millen of the Ukrainian Catholic eparchy of
nium Committee purchased the bill Parma. The national celebration was Millennium observance was held in
board itself. Funds to put up the held in Washington on October 7-9,
billboard were donated by three Car 1988.
negie organizations: Ss. Peter and Paul
Lou Fleck had been approached
Ukrainian Orthodox Greek Catholic many times over the years about allo
Church, Holy Trinity Ukrainian Ca wing his Red Bull Inn billboard space to
AKRON, Ohio - It is significant in
tholic Church, and the Ukrainian- be used for other purposes. The space the Millennial year that so many smal
American Citizens' Club. George Hon- on the heavily traveled Parkway West ler communities cared so much about
char coordinated this project.
doing something on their own, and they
(Continued on page 15)
succeeded in producing impressive and
accomplished projects.
On September 25, in Akron, two
Ukrainian Catholic parishes. Holy
Ghost in Akron, and St. Nicholas in
Canton, under the joint pastorship of
the Kev. Wolodymyr Woloszczuk,
observed Millennium celebrations in
their communities. The Executive Com
mittee, headed by Vladimir Shkilnyk, in
cooperation with the churches' pastor,
organized an impressive and moving
celebration, which began with a proces
sion, followed by a pontifical liturgy at
Holy Ghost parish. The service was
celebrated by Bishop Robert Moskal
and assisted by 17 priests. The Mil
lennium Choir of Parma, conducted by
Eugene O. Sadowsky, sang the respon
ses.
Bishop Moskal delivered a sermon in
Ukrainian and English. After the mass,
a memorial stone was consecrated at the
church. Immediately following, a
Pictured (from left): Daniel Pysh, president of Carnegie's Ss. Peter and Paul banquet took place at the nearby Guy's
Ukrainian Orthodox Greek Catholic Church; George Honchar, billboard Party Center.
Over 300 participants filled the
coordinator; Greg Sembrat, president of Carnegie's Ukrainian-American Citizens'
Club; Lou Fleck, presidient of Red Bull Inns, Inc., Msgr. Richard Seminack, pastor banquet hall, with guests of honor
of Carnegie's Holy Trinity tJki^aihian Catholic Church; and Michael Komichak, Congressniah Tom Sawyer, the mayors
of Akron and Canton, the president of
^ " -рт^
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Kansas City. Though there is no or
ganized Ukrainian Catholic community
here, there is a Ukrainian Club of
Kansas City. This informal group
included some 40 households and has a
newsletter which is sent out to area
households.
On September 25 a divine liturgy was
held in the diocesan cathedral of the
Immaculate Conception. The Rev. Dan
Lapolla, pastor of St. John the Baptist
Parish, Kansas City, organized the
event. The Rev. Ivan Krotec, pastor of
the Omaha, Lincoln and St. Joseph
parishes, cooperated in the arrange
ments. The liturgy of St. John Chrysostom was sung in English by a
combination of two prominent area
choirs: the Cathedral Pontifical Choir
and the Fatima Choir. Also partici
pating in the liturgy in addition to the
Revs. Lapolla and Krotec, were the
Rev. Paschal Thomas of Conception
Abbey, Rev. Francis McGlynn of St.
Luke's Byzantine Catholic Church,
Sugar Creek, and Deacon Alexander
Prodovus of Omaha, Neb. Following
the liturgy a reception was hosted in the
cathedral hall by the Kansas City
Ukrainian Club.
The third arid remaining Millennium
observance was held in St. Joseph on
Sunday, November 13. Because the
local Ukrainian-Catholic parish of St.
Joseph Church has limited seating, the
celebration was held at St. James
Catholic Church.
Among the projects of the year was a
"Short History of the Ukrainian-Greek
CathoKc Church of St. J6seph (f9fl^
1988)." Some 20 households began the
parish here after emigrating from the
Horodok-Jahajlonsky area of Ukraine
(Galicia). The present 80 households
included in the parish census of 1988 are
largely made up of more recent emi
gration following World War 11 and the
resettlement of the 1950s. This short
history was compiled for the local
parish by Zenon (James) Shtohryn, a
parishioner.

Akron parishes celebrate together
the Akron City Council and the di
rector of the Better Business Bureau.
Dr. Shkilnyk, chairman of the exe
cutive committee, opened the celebra
tion with a welcoming speech and
handed the proceedings to Victor Wlaszyn.
After the opening prayer and the
singing of the American and Ukrai
nian hymns, led by baritone Zenon
Miahky, Congressman Saywer spoke.
He read the resolution by the Senate
and the House of Representatives
concerning the Millennium.
The Parma choir sang several re
ligious compositions, followed by a solo
performance by Igor Krawciw-Darian.
After dinner and the introduction of
guests, the mayors of Akron and Can
ton, as well as the president of the
Akron City Council addressed the
audience.
The evening's main speaker was Dr.
George Kulczyckyj, professor of history
at YoungstownStatQ University, who
gave at histqricaf analysis of the 1,000
years of Ukrainian Christianity. Bishop
Moskal also addressed the audience.
The Millennium celebration con
tinued with a poetry recitation by Dr.
Orest Stecyk, and the Rev. Woloszczuk's closing remarks.
All participants took part in the
confcluding benediction and sang the
- ЛІіНеппшт hymn.
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Elmira Heights dedicates monument
ELMIRA HEIGHTS, N.Y. - This
Ukrainian community located in Chemung County in southern New York
dedicated a monument in the summer of
1988 to St. Volodymyr, the monarch
who brought Christianity to the people
of Kievan-Rus'in 988.
During 1988, the Millennium of this
jubilee, the parishioners of St, Nicholas
Ukrainian Catholic Church, numbering
110 families, collected more than
S30,000 for the ll-foot monument
which depicts the Ukrainian ruler and
saint.
The monument — 9 feet high— (two
feet are part of the base) is carved in basrelief so that the figure projects from the
polished surface of the stone, which is
Vermont granite. St. Volodymyr holds
a staff in his right hand and supports a
shield in his left hand. The shield
pictures an engraved cross and trident—
the symbol of Ukraine.
Engraved on the back of the monu

Currently St. Nicholas parish's pas
tor is the Rev. George Lukachyk, an
outspoken critic of Soviet human and
religious rights' abuses. The Rev.
Lukachyk kd a protest against U.S.
Rep. Amory Houghton's presentation
of a Steuben glass cross to officials of
the Russian Orthodox Church in the
spring of 1988.
The Rev. Lukachyk stated that the
monument at his church is "our memoorial to the 1,000 years of Christianity in
Ukraine. They can't do this there. They
are underground. We did it for them,"
he told the Elmira Star Gazette.

Display features Ukrainian heritage
by Oksana Zurowskyj
AKRON, Ohio - Branch 7 of the
Ukrainian National Women's League
of America in Akron, Ohio, sponsored
a Ukrainian Heritage exhibit at the
University of Akron during the summer
of 1988, and repeated this exhibit at the
Summit County Public Library in
September.
The display, organized by Natalie
Miahky, was divided into three sec
tions. The first section focused on the
Ukrainian religious heritage, offering a

Nostra culpa
In The Weekly's January 8 story
about the New York City Council
passing a Millennium resolution, we
mistakenly identified the Very Rev.
Wolodymyr Bazylevsky as pastor of
Holy Trinity Ukrainian Orthodox
Church. He is pastor of St. VoIodimir's Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral
on Manhattan's Upper West Side.

Who, what, when,

ment are the names of the 89 benefac
tors who donated money and services
for the completion of the St. Volodymyr
project. The Millennium committee was
chaired by John P. Lachman of Burdett, N.Y. The idea for the monument
came from the Rev. ihor Pelensky and
Mr. Lachman.

Mother of God silver icon, a replica of a
wooden church in Ukraine and em
broidered vestments belonging to a
priest. In addition, many pysanky were
displayed, along with the legend of the
pysanka, wood carvings and ceramics.
The second display consisted of eight
historical prints starting with preChristian Ukraine, the baptism of
Ukraine and ending with kozaks figh
ting against the Moslem East. These
prints represented original works crea
ted by Petro Andrusiw.
The third display focused on em
broidery: blouses, scarves and pillows.
Dolls were dressed in costumes from the
Hutzul, Yavoriv, Polissia, Volhynia,
Poltava, Lemko and Uhryniv regions of
Ukraine.
Throughout the displays each ar
ticle was identified and explained in
English. Also, information was pro
vided on posters about the history of the
Ukraine, its language, population, size,
religion, political status for the edifi
cation of non-Ukrainians.

where and why...
Ukrainian Millennium
in Egypt by Orihodox

is marked
Churches

CAIRO - Metropolitan Andrei of extensive amounts of material for the
the Ukrainian Autocephalous Ortho exhibit were much appreciated.
dox Church in the United States (SoOne of the highlights of the trip,
bornopravna), along with his bishops,
Alexis of New York and Raphael of which took place in mid-October, was
Cairo, celebrated vespers and a pon the meeting of Metropolitan Andrei
tifical divine liturgy at St. Sophais and His Holiness Shenouda ПІ, pope
occasion of the Millennium of Christia and patriarch of the Coptic Orthodox
nity in Ukraine. A reception and exhibit Church. Gifts were exchanged between
of posters, icons and books followed the the hierarchs, and arrangements were
made for Metropolitan Andrei and his
services.
entourage to visit the monasteries and
Pamphlets and literature about the holy places of Egypt.
Millennium were distributed to over
350 guests who passed through the
Before leaving for the United States,
exhibit. The efforts of Zenon Snylyk, the hierarchs attended a banquet at the
editor of Svoboda, Mykola Duplak, Monastery of St. Bishoy as guests of the
editor of Narodna Voiya, Osyp Zin- Patriarch, making this Millennium visit
kevych of Smoloskyp, as well as Messrs. a most memorable and endearing oc
Chemych and Lysniak in providing casion.

Metropolitan Andrei present His Holiness Shenouda UI, pope and patriarch of the
Coptic Orthodox Church, with a Ukrainian embroidered rushnyk at the papal
residence in Cairo.

UKRAINIAN OLYMPIC
CHAMPIONS

THERE ARE V O U m n E R S TO HELP
MAKE YOUR TAXES LESS TAXING.

by Osyp Zinkewych
THIRD REVISED EDITION
Vasyl Symonenko Publishers, Baltimore, Toronto, 1984, pages 157.
Price J7.50.

Call the IRS and we'll direct you to the volunteers nearest youDo yourself a favor. File your taxes now andfileaccurately.
If you need help understanding the recent changes in the tax
laws or just need help, there are trained volunteers who can
help. Call or visit your local IRS office today. And make
your taxes less taxing.

Svoboda Book Store
3 0 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, N.J. 0 7 3 0 2

FUNNY TEARS
a collection of short stories

by MYKOLA PONEDILOK
in English translation from the original Ukrainian.
Ilustrations by EKO (Edward Kozak) and Halyna Mazepa.
To order send SIO.OO plus Sl.OO postage to:
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Svoboda Book Store
30 Montgomery St.
Jersey City, N. J. 07302

Nftw Jersey re| jd.er) ts please add Щ ^\es Tax
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Scholar honored
with proclamation

Dr. Michael D . Pap
LEVELAND - Dr. Michael S.
P ^^ was honored with a mayoral proC! nation recently on the occasion of
h retirement from John Carroll Uni\( sity, where he taught history and
ht dQd the Institute for Soviet and East
E' opean Studies.
layor George Voinovich issued a
p: ciamation that designated a day in
h ЮГ of Dr. Pap and stated, in part:
! am honored to join the multitudes
о colleagues, friends, admirers and
fc oier students of Dr. Michael S. Pap
in e x t e n d i n g this official t r i b u t e of
th; nks and praise on the occasion of his
re rement from John Carroll Universi .
D u r i n g a d i s t i n g u i s h e d 38-year
Ct .^er as an educator. Dr. Pap has
de nonstrated a profound reverence for
ar і dedication to students embarking
or careers in a variety of fields. Thousa^ids of students were blessed with his
knowledge, wisdom, patience, encour
agement and benevolent solicitude. For
this, the entire community owes him a
lasting debt of gratitude.
"Dr. Pap taught at the University of
Notre Dame, Ind.,from 1950to 1958, in
the fields of American-Soviet relations,
international politics, and Soviet and
East German history. He became a
professor of history at John Carroll
U n i v e r s i t y in 1958, a n d s e r v e d as
dimctor of the Institute for Soviet and
East European Studies, 1961-1987.
i n 1972, Dr. Pap was given a leave of
absence from John Carroll to serve in
M a y o r R a l p h J. P e r k ' s C a b i n e t as
director of the Department of Human
Resources and Economic Development
і
the City of Cleveland. He returned
t ohn Carroll in March 1974. Also, he
ed as a member of the executive
mittee of the Nationalities Moveof Cleveland, 1969 to present, and
d member of the United Torch
ces, 1970-1976.
e has authored many articles and
served as editor of publications
c
ng with Soviet-American relations.
: ?s a nationally known lecturer on
iocracy versus totalitarianism, Sinoliet relations, dissent in the USSR,
j ethnicity in America. And he is a
i u e n t radio and television comment ^ r on international relations.

|med dean's scholar
P H I L A D E L P H I A - Damian Hand
zy, 19, a student at the University of
Pennsylvania was a recipient in April
1988 of the Dean's Scholars Award,
presented by the noted American au
thor John Updike.
M r . H a n d z y is the o l d e r son of
Jarema and Alexandra (Dudyhsky)
H a n d z y , b o r n in M i n n e a p o l i s , on
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Notes on people
November 4, 1968. He attended Seton
Hall Preparatory School in West
Orange, N.J., and was graduated as the
1986 class salutatorian.
He began his studies at the Univer
sity of Pennsylvania in September of
1986. After completion of his first year,
he was elected a Benjamin Franklin
Scholar, based on his academic achievements. He is double majoring in
mathematics and physics, and submatriculating in mathematics, to receive a
master's degree while still an under
graduate, and hopes to continue with
graduate studies in theoretical particle
physics towards a Ph. D.
Three years ago, the School of Arts
and Sciences at the University
of
Pennsylvania initiated the Dean's Scho
lars award to recognize outstanding
academic achievements by its students.
The students selected for this honor
were chosen by the Associate Deans of
the College, on the basis of grade point
average (minimum of 3.8 out of 4.0),
difficulty of course work and extra
curricular activities. Faculty members
were invited to nominate students, but
the students could not apply for awards
themselves. Final a p p r o v a l for the
award was given by the Dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences, Walter D.
Wales.
Out of the almost 10,000 eligible
students, 20 were chosen from both the
graduate and undergraduate divisions.
Mr. Handzy was one of two sopho
mores presented with the award. Mr.
Updike, himself a summa cum laude
alumnus of another Ivy League univer
sity, Harvard, presented a certificate
and an autographed copy of his latest
b o o k , " S . , " to the r e c i p i e n t s . M r .
Updike has won the National Book
Award and the Pulitzer Prize, as well as
various other honors and fellowships.
Besides being academically active,
Mr. Handzy is an avid member of Plast.
He has been a counselor at various
camps and is now the national director
of " n o v a k y , " a m e m b e r of P l a s t ' s
governing board, and is head of the
C h o r n o m o r t s i P l a s t f r a t e r n i t y of
young men.
Mr. Handzy lives at home with his
parents and younger brother, Nestor,
who is a freshman at the University of
Pennsylvania. He is a member of UNA
Branch 88.

a g a i n in 1988, for the M i l l e n n i u m
scholarly conference held on October 15
at Rutgers University, New Brunswick
campus.
At the full committee meeting on
May 24, 1988, Mrs. Rak and another
outgoing member, Dr. Ann Watts, a
Rutgers professor, received the special
John Witherspoon Award in the
Humanities for distinguished contri
bution to the humanities in New
Jersey.
Mrs. R a k is a m e m b e r of U N A
Branch 450.

Perform master class
MADISON, N.J. - Two out of the
four s t u d e n t s chosen by the Music
Educators Association of New Jersey to
perform in a master class program last
year were Ukrainians.
Miriam Chudio, who graduated from
the U k r a i n i a n M u s i c I n s t i t u t e as a
student of Helen Klym, and Jim Fedorkevych, a student of Nellie Douglas,
were selected to play before an invited
concert pianist, in this case Solomon
Michowski, on June 16 in Madison,
N.J.
Miss Chudio played a Debussy work,
"Reflets dans I'eau," while Mr. Fedorkevych performed Prelude and Fugue,
No. 3, WTC 1, by J.S. Bach.
Miss Chudio completed her studies at
the Ukrainian Music Institute in 1988
with a grade of excellent and gave a solo
graduation recital. She is a member of
Ukrainian National Association Branch
25.
Mr. Fedorkevych, who lives in
Wayne, N.J., is a member of UNA
Branch 27.

Cited by council
M A P L E W O O D , N.J. - Dora Rak,
an outgoing member of the New Jersey
Committee for the Humanities, was
recognized for her work after comple
ting two three-year terms.
The N J C H , a state regranting agency
of 25 members, was established by the
National Endowment for the Huma
nities (NEH) in 1972; the NEH itself was
created by an act of Congress in 1965.
The central purpose of state councils
is to support the humanities and to
bring high quality humanities programs
to the citizens of their state.
T h e r e f o r e , w h i l e s e r v i n g on t h e
committee, the responsibilities of its
members are multiple: to attend meet
ings of the full committee and meet
ings of particular subcommittees; read
g r a n t p r o p o s a l s a n d p a r t i c i p a t e in
discussion of these proposals as well as
vote upon them; and attend committeefunded programs and evaluate their
humanities content.
The Ukrainian community in New
Jersey was twice funded substanuaJly
by the N J C H : in .1980 for a full-day
ethnic program called " H r o m a d a " and
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"Oldest beekeeper"
S A D D L E RIVER, N.J. - Myron
Surmach, who at age 95 may be "the
oldest active beekeeper in the United
States," according to the American Bee
Journal, was profiled in that magazine's
August 1988 issue.
Mr. Surmach, who owns a two-acre
farm in Saddle River, N.J., told the
magazine he planned to live to age 100
t h a n k s to his diet of h o n e y , k a s h a
(buckwheat groats made into a por
ridge), fresh fruit and vegetables. He has
also eliminated tobacco, coffee and red
meat from his diet, and he stresses the
importance of exercise.
Mr. Surmach keeps active on his
farm and give tours for school children
five days a week. During these visits, he
tells the children about bees, beehives
and his native Ukraine. He also plays
the bandura for his guests.
He told John Koster, author of the
article, "In another five years, I'll be
c e l e b r a t i n g my 100th b i r t h d a y , and
you're all invited."
Mr. Surmach is a member of UNA
Branch 204.

Receives DAR award
HICKORY, N.C. - Dorian Roman
Kuropas was selected as the Daughters
of the A m e r i c a n R e v o l u t i o n G o o d
Citizen for the 1988-89 school year.
Mr. Kuropas, son of Bohdan and
L y d i a K u r o p a s , is a s e n i o r a t S t .
Stephen's High School. He is an active
member of the Beta, French, math and
biology clubs, and ranks l l t h in his
class.
He played soccer at his high school
for t h r e e years a n d w o n the N o r t h
C a r o l i n a High S c h o o l Athletic A s 
sociation Scholar Athlete Award last
May.
He played violin with the Western
Piedmont Youth Symphony for eight
years and this past summer was selec
ted to attend Governor's School West in
v i o l i n / i n s t r u m e n t a l music. He was
chosen to participate in Summer Ven
tures in Science and Math during the
, summer of 1987 and completed a
computer project during the program.
He is talented also in art, having won
first place in the Paul Whitener Me
m o r i a l Art C o n t e s t at the H i c k o r y
Museum of Art.
Mr. Kuropas plans to attend Wake
Forest University and to major in premedicine in hope of becoming a pe
diatrician.
He is a member of UNA Branch 20.

Bandurists perform
DENVER — Two very dedicated
b a n d u r i s t s , O k s a n a M o s h i n s k y and
Betty Zelem, both of Denver, were
invited again to play at the Colorado
R e n a i s s a n c e Festival which a t t r a c t s
p a r t i c i p a n t s from the entire United
States and abroad.
For the seven weeks of the festival
they performed constantly among the
crowds who reveled amid the fair's
a c c u r a t e l y carried out R e n a i s s a n c e
theme. The bandurists themselves de
signed their own costumes to conform
with the style in Ukraine of that period.
Mrs. Zelem is a member of UNA
Branch 226.

Jim Fedorkevych

Notes on People is afeature geared
toward reporting on the achieve
ments of members of the Ukrainian
National Association,
All submis
sions should be concise due to space
limitations
and must include the
person's UNA branch number. Items
will be published as soon as possible
after their receipt, when space per
mits.
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Soviet-American...
(Continued from page 1)
apparently also an experimental effort
by the Soviets at accommodating Ame
rican non-governmental groups and
activists, as well as media, for future
conferences.The participation of NGOs
was cited by the U.S. a prerequisite for
holding a Helsinki follow-up con
ference on human rights in Moscow in
1991. The U.S. has since agreed to such
a human rights conference and the final
document of the Vienna Conference on
Security and Cooperation Europe an
East"West agreement on the protection
of human rights, has been signed by the
participants.
The American delegation to the
Soviet'American Forum, headed by the
forum's American directors, Rabbi
Sheldon Moss of Encinitas, Calif., and
the Rev. Luis Dolan of New York,
hailed mostly from California, though a
number came from New York, New
Jersey, Washington and Kentucky. The
causes they represented varied from
concern for ecology and the environ
ment, nuclear war and terrorism, to the
rights of nationalities, ethnic and
religious groups in the Soviet Union.
Among the participants were three
Ukrainian Americans: Maria Demtschuk, executive secretary of Ameri
cans for Human Rights in Ukraine in
Newark, N.J.; Daniel Horodysky, codirector of Visits International for
Soviets and Americans (VISA) in
Berkeley, Calif.; and Chrystyna N.
Lapychak, associate editor of The
Ukrainian Weekly in Jersey City, N.J.
Among those who were invited and
had applied to attend the forum was
Ludmilla Alexeyeva of the U.S. Hel
sinki Watch committee, a former po
litical prisoner, Moscow Helsinki mo
nitor and author of the authoritative
book "Soviet Dissent." Although Ms.
Alexeyeva was first denied an entry visa
to the meeting, in a dramatic mid-con
ference gesture in response to American
pressure, the Soviets granted her a visa.
However Ms. Alexeyeva was unable to
find an empty seat on a flight to
Moscow on such short notice and thus
could not travel to the Soviet capital.

Anatoliy Dotsenko of the Moscow
branch of the Ukrainian Helsinki Union
during conference.
The Soviet delegation was made up of
members of the Soviet Peace Committeee, including its president, television
commentator Genrikh Borovik, as well
as members of the Academy of Social
Sciences, the USSR Academy of Scien
ces, lawyers working on draft laws as
part of the USSR's legal reform, both
career and up-an-coming bureaucrats,
and representatives of the Russian
Orthodox Church.
During the four-day conference Ліе
participants, following a period of
debate over human ngnx', vioiation.' h\
both countries, wereaskL'u by the fora^
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organizers to make proposals for fu
ture cooperative efforts seeking con
crete solutions on human rights issues.
The Americans and Soviets addres
sed issues divided into five work
shops: education on human rights;
state, society and human rights; na
tional and ethnic self-expression,
religious freedom, immigration and
emigration, and visitation; terrorism;
and ecological security and human
rights.
Perhaps the common thread which
bound the American delegates together
through all the issues and aspects of
human rights was the historic role of
independent groups in the U.S., organi
zed by citizens to monitor their go
vernment and influence policy in the
areas of political, economic, social,
cultural and religious rights.
During a keynote address at the
opening of the conference, a U.S. de
legate, William Wipfler, head of the
human rights division of the U.S.
Council of Churches, emphasized the
significance of the free activity of
popular citizens' movements in pressing
for change in government policy, parti
cularly in civil rights.
"It was the dynamism of independent
peoples' movements that forced the
government to enforce and expand
constitutional rights," said Mr. Wipf
ler during the December 6 session.
"Independent pressure by non
governmental organizations also
brought human rigths criteria into the
area of foreign policy."
The American delegates pursued this
topic in regard to Soviet unofficial
groups, questioning why these groups
need to seek official registration to
avoid penalty or harassment for mo
nitoring their government's human
rights practices.
While the delegates were left un- ,
satisfied with the Soviet response
during the workshop on national and
ethnic self-expression, which claimed
that registration of groups guaranteed
them "state protection," after much
debate the Soviet delegates agreed to
what was perhaps the most ambitious
project proposal at the conference, the
estabUshment of a non-governmental
bilateral commission for promoting
human rights.
A working group to establish this
Independent Soviet American Commis
sion for Promoting Human Rights and
Freedoms was set up temporarily by
some of the participants of the panel on
national ethnic self-expre^ion, reli
gious rights and freedom of movement.
The project, proposed by Jonathan
Sanders, a Pulitzer-Prize winning
journalist and editorial writer for the
San Diego Tribune, would seek funds
from the public to serve as a non
governmental mechanism to promote
and defend the rights expressed in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and other fundamental documents on
human rights. The commission would
identify, examine and verify systema
tic violations of human rights, obtain
information from existing independent
monitoring groups, and advocate cor
rective measures in a variety of ways,
such as testifying at governmental
hearings and providing legal representa
tion.
The Soviets and Americans formally
ratified four more proposed projects,
including: a Citizens' Ecology Treaty
declaring "the human right to a healthy
and save environment;" a book on
Soviet-American outlooks on humani
tarian ways of fighting terrorism; a
series of exchanges of visits and ma
terials on the freedom of public as
sembly; and an attempt to find funding
for educational programs on human
fights in the United States and the
Soviet Union.. .,
'.,

Daniel Horodysky of VISA addresses panel on national, ethnic self-expression^
religious rights and freedom of movement.
During the conference, and parti
cularly during the workshop on the
question of nationalities, religious
rights and freedom of movement, a
number of issues were hotly debated
before proposals for future projects
were made. The issue of the legaliza
tion of the Ukrainian Catholic Church,
brought up by the Ukrainian Ame
rican participants, elicited very reac
tionary responses from the representa
tive of the Russian Orthodox Church,
Archimandrite Feofan, which con
trasted with the more diplomatic ap
proach of the other Soviet participants.
The archimandrite portrayed the UCC
as "a disunifying force," and "a religion
that for political motives was forced
upon the people and much blood was
shed."
Following a lengthy back-and-forth
between the American and Soviet dele
gates, a remark by one of the Ame
ricans, Robert Ontell, head of the
Mideast Peace Foundation on San
Diego State University, who sat quietly
listening to the exchange, changed the
tone of the session. "I've been sitting
here quietly listening to your response
to a very painful question," he saidi to
the Soviet delegates, "and I don't
understand why you are so defensive."
After a break in the session and an
apparent argument among themselves,
the Soviet delegates returned to the
table with a response. "If there are
believers," said Yuri Rozenbaum of the
Institute of State and Law, "no matter
what religion they embrace, they have a

right to exist. I believe permission will
be duly granted to communities of
Ukrainian Catholics."
During the exchange on the Ukrai
nian Catholic Church, some of the
observers representing unofficial Soviet
groups were permitted to make com
ments, among them Anatoliy Dotsen
ko, a young new member of the Mos
cow branch of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Union and an activist in Moscow's De
mocratic Union.
Scores of representatives of unof
ficial groups, human rights activists and
refuseniks showed up for a special
session on Thursday evening, De
cember 8, set aside by the Soviet Peace
Committee to hear their grievances, an
event which reportedly takes place
weekly at the committee's headquarters.
Among the groups that were represen
ted were: the Popular Front of Russia,
the Human Dignity Society, the Jewish
Cultural Organization, Energy 2050,
Perestroika '88, Club Democratic Perestroika and che Peace Initiative.
With this type of weekly session, as
well as with the human rights con
ference in general, the Soviet Peace
Committee apparently tried to forge an
appearance of tolerance toward in
dependent groups within the frame
work of glasnost for the American
delegates to behold. The Soviet de
legates also paid close attention to what
issues concerned the Americans, evi
dently expecting those issues to come up
in any future Soviet-American dia
logue on human rights.

St. John's honors teacher on 25th
by Larissa Matiash Folk
NEWARK, N.J. - St. John's Ukrai
nian Catholic Parish gathered recently
to celebrate the 25th anniversary of
Luba Lobur-Batka's teaching career.

Lyba Lobur-Batka

The evening was sponsored by the
Mother's Club, which hosted a buffet
dinner in St. John's School auditorium.
Many friends, parents, former stu
dents, fellow teachers and guests at
tended this very fitting tribute to an
excellent teacher loved by all, Marika
Holinaty delivered a beautiful personal
address underlining her gratitude to
Mrs. Batka as her former teacher, and
now friend and fellow member of the
present school faculty.
The highlight of the program was a
slide show by Ireneus Yurchuk. In the
first portion of the program, Mr.
Yurchuk presented a pictorial bio
graphy of Mrs. Batka. Subsequently, he
showed Mrs. Batka in humorous si
tuations throughout her career at St.
John's. This good-nattired roast of a
much-loved teacher added to the con
vivial atmosphere of this close-knit
parish and school community.
At the close of the evening, Mrs.
Batka expressed her appreciation to all
assembled, assuring everyone of her
continuing (Jeciication to the educalio2i '
of Ukrainian Catholic children.
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'isn't it ironic that the trend of the '80s has been one
of closer person-to-person ties with Soviet citizens
and
yet there are parents and grandparents who are
(Continued from page 9)
regularly and routinely denied a personal exchange
censorship of mail; and comply with Universal Postal with their sons and daughters and grandchildren."
Union standards of mail delivery.
Rep. Steny Hoyer, (D-Md.), also spoke about
Through their work, the husband and wife team family visits, stating:" They are not able to share times
educated the U.S. Congress about the difficulties of family remembrance of sorrow, or, for that matter,
experienced by families who want to visit relatives in times of family joy and celebration. They are
the Soviet Union, or in the United States. In October prevented from spending private moments or sharing
1987, Congress passed a resolution which called for reminiscences with brothers, sisters, sons or daugh
the promotion of family visits between the two ters, parents or cousins. Even when permission to
countries. With the assistance of various chapters of travel for family visas is granted, rarely are entire
Americans for Human Rights in Ukraine, VISA families allowed to travel together...one part of the
spotlighted the visitation issue among the senators and family is held hostage to ensure the traveler's return."
representatives.
Over the years, the Horodyskys have highlighted
Rep. Christopher Smith, (R-N.J.), stated: "I several family cases, among them, that of Alexander
believe family visitation rights are basic human rights and Sofia W., who booked a tour to the Soviet Union
and Soviet reforms have the potential to improve the to see their daughters and grandchildren. They, former
Soviet citizens, were detained at the Moscow airport.
atmosphere between the two superpowers..."

VISA: seeking,.,

JOHN DEMJANJUK SPEAKS:
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sent out of the country having spent S5,000 and never
having seen the family.
Another emigre, John D., had requested permission
to see his dying mother outside a tour city when he
booked his tour. He received permission to make the
four-hour trip one hour before his departure from the
Soviet Union.
Ihe list of examples is much longer - and even
more absurd - one woman was told she could not
visit her son because he was "not a close enough
relative."
However, the ongoing efforts of the Horodyskys
are untiring. They live by the words of Nobel Peace
prize winner and champion of human rights, Andrei
D. Sakharov, who, in his acceptance speech stated:
"International trust, mutual understanding, disarma'ment and international security are inconceivable
without...the right to travel..."
"It is the inalienable right of all human beings to see
their families," he said.

I Soroka Scholarship presented at Manor

"YOU HAVE JUDGED...A PERSON WHO IS NOT GUILTY
OF ANYTHING, AN INNOCENT HUMAN BEING."
"I AM NOT 'IVAN THE TERRIBLE' AND THE MOST JUST
WITNESS IS GOD HIMSELF WHO KNOWS THAT I AM
INNOCENT."
'IDO NOT DESERVE THIS. I AM INNOCENT, INNOCENT,
INNOCENT. AND GOD IS MY WITNESS."
PLEASE HELP SUPPORT THE APPEAL OF AN INNOCENT
MAN.
Prayers and financial support desparately needed.
Please send donations to:

THE JOHN DEMJANJUK
DEFENSE FUND
P.O. BOX 92819
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44192

MOVING?

Anna Zlelonka (third from left) of Clifton Heights, N J . , was a recipient of a
Manor Junior College Soroka Scholarship to study in the paralegal
progrann. She is seen here with (from left) Wasyl and Josephine
Soroka, Si^ster Mary Cecilia OSBM, MJC president, and her parents, Mary
and Walter Zielonka, at the recent MJC scholarship reception. The Soroka
scholarship is awarded to students of Ukrainian parentage in good
academic standing demonstrating financial need.

Ukrainian political...
(Continued from page 7)
when he arrived in camp, his dictionary
was taken away from him. Only after
several months of silence did the camp
administration tell Mr. Klymchak that
the dictionary was "confiscated because
it was not permissible to keep."
After Chistopol Prison, Mr. Sharan
sky met up with Mr. Klymchak again in
Perm Camp 35, where he worked as an
orderly in the workshop. Mr.Sharansky

writes: "he moved with ferocity and
persistence. He would cut into the pile
of metallic shavings with a sharp shovel
and dig into it as if he were fighting both
the KGB and the Iranian police."
And now, years later, Mr. Sharansky
finds himself a free man, while Mr.
Klymchak's dream to own land, to
farm, and to cultivate his beloved native
language, as a free man, remains just
that, a dream.

Neporany...

(Continued from page 4)
Doctoral Scholarship in 1983-1986 and
in 1987 was awarded the first Marta
(Continued from page 4)
Danylewycz Memorial Research Grant
Sister was also the prefect of resident by the Canadian Research Institute for
students of St. Basil Academy for three the Advancement of Women.
She has numerous publications to her
years while she taught there.
Sister has served on the MJC board credit, among them a book, "Ukrai
of trustees for two consecutive terms nian Canadians: A Survey of Their
beginning in 1979 and continuing Portrayal in English-Language Works"
through 1985. She was also a member of (Edmonton, University of Alberta
the Provincial Council Team of the Press, 1978).
The Neporany Postdoctoral Fellow
Sisters of St. Basil the Great.
MJC, a private. Catholic, independ ship is offered by the Canadian Foun
dation
for Ukrainian Studies. The
ent college founded in 1974 by the
Ukrainian Sisters of St. Basil the Great, fellowship is awarded annually from an
offers liberal arts and career-oriented endowment established by Osyp and
Josaphat Neporany of Toronto.
programs of study.

Manor...
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Name
Address

;

City/State

....................,.

UKRAINIAN BIBLES FOR MILLENNIUM
YEAR IN UKRAINE

Zip Code..

My old address:

Praise The LORD! 32.000 Ukrainian Bibles were delivered to the Soviet Union on Sep.

12,

1988 by the United Bible Societies.

Name

For the first time in the 70-year history of the Soviet Union, USSR's government allows

Address
City/State

Zip Code

Fill out the above information and return this ad to:
The Ukrainian Weekly
30 Montgomery Street
Jersey City. NJ. 07302
Please enclose 51.00 for processing.
Change of address takes 2 weeks.

to import 100.000 Ukrainian Bibles.
The Ukrainian Family Bible Association is asking you for a gift of S25.00 or more, if possible,
to help print and deliver Ukrainian Bibles to Ukraine by the United Bible Societies of West
Germany. We must respond with unity to this God-given chance.
Thank you and God Bless You All.
Traveller to the Ukraine! To obtain Ukrainian Bibles write to:
UKRAINIAN FAMILY BIBLE ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 3 7 2 3 , Palm Desert, CA. 9 2 2 6 1 - 3 7 2 3 . ( 6 1 9 ) 3 4 5 4 9 1 3
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(Continued from page 2)
reason, he argued, was that the republic was still in t h e grip of the
regressive "party bureaucratic mafia"
headed by Volodymyr Shcherbytsky.
Attempts to set up Ukrainian fronts
In June, a Popular Union to Promote
Restructuring was established in Kiev,
The following month, on July 7, several
"informal" groups in Lviv launched a
Democratic Front to Promote Restructuring at a rally attended by between
10,000 and 20,000 people. The authorities did their best to stifle both these
new bodies.
During the ensuing months, unautorized public meetings in Lviv were
broken up by riot police, and i)umerous
dissidents were warned, detained or
attacked in the local press, while in Kiev
the founders of the Popular Union were
not allowed to hold a meeting until the
end of September, and even then only
behind closed doors.
Other "prophylactic" measures
Another indication of the nervousness of the Ukrainian authorities about
possible "contagion" from the Baltic
republics is the way representatives of
the Baltic national movements have
been prevented from meeting with
activists in Ukraine. In October, for
example, one of the leading Ukrainian "informal" patriotic associations
— the Lviv-based T o v a r y s t v o Leva
(Lion Society) — planned t o hold a
conference t o which it h a d invited
guests from the Baltic popular fronts,
Not only was the Lion Society denied
premises in which to hold the tneeting,
but also, when the Baltic representatives arrived in Lviv, they were intercepted and sent back.
Ukrainian activists who have traveled
to the Baltic republics have not faced
such difficulties. On September 24-25,
Ukrainians were represented a t a
follow-up meeting in Riga of the Co-

ordinating Committee of the Patriotic
Movements of the Peoples of the USSR. It was decided that the next meeting cf this alliance of non-Russian
national movements would be held in
January 1989, in Lithuania,
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Carnegie...

(Continued from page 10)
was worth 594,000 per year as outdoor
advertising. But he never leased ( o r
d o n a t e d ) it t o a n y o n e , i n c l u d i n g a
relative r u n n i n g for public office.
Support from Writers' Union
However, when Mr. Honchar a p 
proached him about donating the space
Sympathy and support for what the
to the local Ukrainian American, Lou
Estonians, Latvians and Lithuanians
thought it over, then supported the
were demanding and doing was not cause as a Christian gesture. As Lou
restricted to Ukainian dissidents and
stated, "Ukrainians have been close to
unofficial groups. It was clear from
me all my life."
some of the speeches made in July at
This particular Millennium billboard
the joint plenum of the board of the was different from others put up across
U k r a i n i a n W r i t e r s ' Union a n d t h e
board of its Kiev section how impressed the Ukrainian literary community
- w h i c h has been in the forefront of the
(Continued from page 6)
campaign for change in Ukraine — was
with the stance taken by the Baltic cially the unregistered Churches, fear
that the opening may be closed abruptly
representatives at the 19th All-Union
in the near future. In a communist state
Party Conference,
there is absolutely no guarantee that the
Elements within the Ukrainian
K o m s o m o l have also shown e n t h u - authorities will not change their minds.
Yet every civilization a n d n a t i o n a l
siasm for what the Baits have attempted. The head of the Lion Society, for g o v e r n m e n t is a c c o u n t a b l e for the
instance — Orest Sheyka — is a local treatment of their own citizens and must
Komsomol official. The Lion Society is endure the consequences if they are
known to have maintained contacts negligent.
The open-armed acceptance of na
with activists in the Baltic repubHcs
after being prevented from holding its tions a t the negotiating table demand
compliance at the human rights t a b l e conference in October,
T h e a t t i t u d e of t h e o r g a n of t h e the two must go hand-in-hand and, in
Ukrainian Komsomol, Molod Ukrainy the end, should buttress each other. The
(which has a circulation of some
UKRAINIAN SINGLES
600,000), is especially n o t e w o r t h y ,
NEWSLETTER
Whereas the rest of the Ukrainian press
Serving Ukrainian singles of all ages
has remained silent about the crystallithroughout the United States and Canada.
zation of the popular fronts in the Baltic
For information send a self-addressed
republics, in September and October
stamped envelope to:
this daily newspaper devoted an entire
Single Ukrainians
page each to the situations in Latvia,
P.O. Box 24733, Phila.. Pa. 19111
Lithuania and Estonia. This coverage
included interviews with leading LithuaHillsborough Township, N J .
nian and Estonian activists as well as a
S239,900
highly favorable report about the
4/5 Bedroom, Colonial Home Situated on
i n a u g u r a l congress of t h e E s t o n i a n
corner acre of treed Property. 2V2 baths,
Popular Front. The latter was written
2 ear garage, near all transp. Routes 206,
by a special correspondent who ac202,22 ^ 287, near Polish National Home.
knowledged that he and his colleagues
Call for an appt. today.
had been "amazed" by what they had
witnessed.
Century 2 1 WordenftCrivello
(201)874-4700

Soviets' words...

the country in that a side panel was
changed while the billboard was in
place. Prior to the local Millennium
celebration the side panel announced
"Celebrate with us at Point State Park
on July 24th." After the local cele
bration was over, the side panel was
changed to "Celebrate with us in
Washington D.C., October 7, 8, and
9th." The Parkway West is the main
route between downtown Pittsburgh
and Greater Pittsburgh International
A i r p o r t . H i g h w a y officials e s t i m a t e
over one-half milhon cars drove past the
Ukrainian Millennium billboard during
the month i t was up.
Soviet record o n c o m p l i a n c e with
international human rights documents
is far from acceptable, but the Western
nations, and U.S. in particular, are
willing to light the path for the sake of
the individuals. Human rights monitor
ing is a daily responsibility and must be
kept in the context of a "process." This
latest m e t i n g is only one of the mile
stones along the way.

HUCULKA
Icon SL Souvenir's Distribution

2860 Buhre Ave. Suite 2R
Bronx, NY 10461
REPRESEmAmEandWHOLESALERofEMBROIDEREDBLJOUSES
for ADULTS and CHILDREN

Tel. (212) 93M579

GOVERNMENT JOBS
516,040 - S59,230Zyr. Now Hiring.

Call (1) 805-687-6000 Ext. Я-2929
for current federal list.

JRC
CONSTRUCTION Co. I
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

A P A R T M E N T RENOVATORS
BATHROOM 8. KITCHEN
SPECIALISTS
FOR PROMPT PROFESSIONAL WORK

Call US (718) 459-1651

BE PATIENT AND LEARN UKRAINIAN EACH DAY!
1.
2.
3.
All

Beginning Lessons in Ukrainian
S5.00
Practical Ukrainian
5.00
Shevchenko: Kobzar of Ukraine
5.00
together, post paid, for
Я0.00 only
N. S. CZARTORYSKY, 2 0 0 East 5th Street - - 4 B и New York, N.Y. 1 0 0 0 3

PART-TIME
SECRETARY and TELEPHONE OPERATOR
for dental office in Queens, N.Y.
Must be fluent in English.
For information call: ( 7 1 8 ) 4 5 9 - 0 1 1 1

NOW IN STOCK
THE ENGLISH EDITION OF

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF UKRAINE
Edited by V o l o d y m y r Kubijovyc
Managing editor D a n y l o H u s a r - S t r u k
First and second of a five-volume work of Ukrainian scholarship in the diaspora
(the last three volumes are scheduled to be released by 1992)

A-F - S119.50 - 968 pp.
G-K - S 125.00 - 737 pp.
Includes shipping and handling
Alphabetical/Encyclopedia of Ukraine, based on 25 years of work, completely revised and
supplemented edition of Encyclopedia Ukrajinoznavstva, richly illustrated with many color
plates, black-and-white photos and maps, first-class index of life and culture of Ukrainians in
Ukraine and diaspora.
Published by the University of Toronto Press for the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies,
the Shevchenko Scientific Society and Canadian Foundation of Ukrainian Studies.

SVOBODA BOOK STORE
3 0 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, N J . 0 7 3 0 2
New Jersey reside-nt's 'please add 6^o sales tax.' ^ \

UKRAINIAN SKI CLUB KLK
cordially invites its members,
friends and their guests to its

ANNUAL DANCE
on January 2 8 , 1 9 8 9 , 9 p.m.
at the Ramada Hotel in East Hanover, N.J. 07936
130 Rt. 10
Music by TEMPO
Admission J25; students and juniors JIO. Light food will be.available.
Tables and rooms at discount rate can be obtained by call in The Ramada Hotel
directly at ( 2 0 1 ) 3 8 6 - 5 6 2 2 . Mention KLK

Members of the Ukrainian National Association,
Residents of Baltimore and Washington:
You are hereby invited to attend a

MEETING OF UNA MEMBERS
of the Baltimore-Washington area
on Saturday, February 18, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
in order to establish a CONVENTION COMMITTEE to prepare the 32nd
Convention of the Ukrainian National Association that will be held at the end
of May 1990 in Baltimore at the Hyatt Regency Hotel.
The meeting will take place at
HYATT REGENCY HOTEL
3 0 0 Light Street, Baltimore, M d . 2 1 2 0 2
Persons interested in becoming involved in planning and conducting the convention
may contact Supreme Adviser Eugene Iwanciw, director of the UNA's Washington
Office, at ( 2 0 2 ) 3 4 7 - 8 6 2 9 .
.
SUPREME EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
, , OF T H E UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
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January 22-23
NEW YORK: The Executive Board
of the United Ukrainian War Ve
terans of America in cooperation
with the New York and Newark,
N.J., branches will sponsor an ex
hibit of Ukrainian military memora
bilia, including historical mementos
of Ukrainian Sich Riflemen and
other formations of Ukrainian armed
forces, at St. George's school audi
torium, 33 E. Seventh St., 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. on Sunday and Monday. On
Monday all students of St. George's
will hold a commemorative pro
gram marking the 71 st anniversary of
Ukrainian Independence Day.
January 25
TRENTON, N.J.: New Jersey's Se
cretary of State Jane Burgio will host
members of the Ukrainian com
munity at the N.J. State Museum
auditorium, 205 W. State St., at 1:30
p.m. During appropriate ceremonies
she will present the Ukrainian In
dependence Day Proclamation,
signed by Gov. Thomas H. Kean, to
the assembled.
January 26
CHICAGO: Dr. Omeljan Pristsak of
Harvard University will give a lecture
on "The Impact of the Baptism of
Rus'-Ukraine on Eastern Europe,"as
part of a Millennium Lectures Series
at Loyola University of Chicago, at 6
p.m., in the Marquette Center, room
300. For more information call (312)
489-1339.
January 27
CHICAGO: The Center of Ukrai
nian and Religious Studies in Chi
cago, affiliated with the Ukrainian
Catholic University of St. Clement,

Shelest confirms...
(Continued from page 1)
witted man" who came to rely on Suslov
to compensate for his 'low cultural
standing and his incompetence on many
issues." Suslov, the Kremlin's chief
ideologist under Brezhnev, was cast in
the Stalinist mold and was "divorced
from life and very inward looking." His
role, Mr. Shelest maintains, was a
sinister one that still has to be exposed.
"He did the party more harm than
good. \ye are still reaping the benefits of
his activity, particularly in the historical
ideological and nationalities question,"
Mr. Shelest says.
Mr. Shelest also charges that the
Russian ideologist was a hard-liner on
nationalities policy: "He strongly insist
ed on the speediest merging of the
nations and their languages and cul
tures. We see what that led to in the
example of Nagorno-Karabakh."
The former Ukrainian Communist
Party leader, by contrast, is known to
have been a defender of republican
rights and a promoter of Soviet Ukrain
ian patriotism. Consequently^ as he
reveals: "We clashed repeatedly over
questions of ideology and culture." For
example, Mr. Shelest recounts how
Suslov banned the showing of the film
"Taras Bulba" about the Ukrainian
Kozaks bacuuse, as he told the Ukrain
ian party chief, "Why revive national

^

PREVIEW OF EVENTS
Rome, and the Chicago Committee
for the Harvard Millennium Pro
ject will host Dr. Omeljan Pritsak of
Harvard, who will present a lecture
(in Ukrainian) titled, "On the Edge of
Two Millennia," at the Ukrainian
Cultural Center, 2247 W. Chicago
Ave.
CHICAGO: The Ukrainian Institute
of Modern Art, 2310 W. Chicago
Ave., will host an opening reception,
7-10 p.m., of an exhibit, "Decay: A
Tribute to Ivan Albright," which is
scheduled to run through March 12.
Gallery hours are Tuesday through
Sunday, noon to 4 p.m. For more
information call (312) 227-5522.
January 28
ABINGTON, Pa.: The Ukrainian
Hutsul Society Cheremosh will hold
its annual New Year's dance (malanka) at 9 p.m. in the Ukrainian
Educational and Cultural Center,
700 Cedar Road. The Khloptsi zi
Lvova (Boys from Lviv) orchestra
will provide music for dancing in
addition to traditional Hutsul music.
The Cheremosh Dance Ensemble
will perform several Hutsul dances at
the beginning of the evening. For
more information and/or table re
servations call Dmytro Fedorijchuk,
(215) 725-0429, or Roksolana Luciw,
635-5109.
RICHMOND, Va.: The Ukrainian
American Cultural Society will hold
a malanka, beginning with a cocktail
hour at 6 p.m., at the Holiday InnAirport, 5203 Williamsburg Road.
FoUowmg dmner there will be
dancing to the music of the Slavko
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Kosiv Ensemble. Tickets are S25 per
person. For tickets and information
call UACS, (804) 282-3276, or Dorcey Winant, 358-2919.
NEW BRITAIN, Conn.: A New
Year's malanka dinner/dance, spon
sored by the American Ukrainian
Citizen's Club and St. Mary's Ukrai
nian Orthodox League, will begin
with a buffet at 6 p.m. at the club, 33
Oak St. Music for all ages will be
provided by the Kalyna orchestra
and Eagle Production's D J s . For
information and reservations call the
club, (203) 223-9829, or Daria, 7210796.
NEW YORK: The Slavic Heritage
Council of America Inc. will hold a
Slavic Festival, featuring two stage
programs at Alice Tully Hall, Lin
coln Center, 65th Street and Broad
way. More than 200 dancers and
singers will perform at this event and
10 nationalities will be represented,
directed by Stanley Pelc. Among the
performing groups will be the
Syzokryli Ukrainian Dance En
semble, the Bosilek Bulgarian Folk
Dance Company, the Vasilok Bye
lorussian Dance Company and
others. The 2:30 p.m. performance
will accommodate youth and senior
citizens at SIO per person, all others
for SI5. All seats for the 8 p.m.
program are SI5. Tickets are avai
lable at the Alice Tully Hall box
office.
January 29
NEW YORK: An exhibition of art
works by Roksolana Klymuk will
open at 1 p.m. at Ukrainian Artists

Association of America (OMUA)
Gallery, 136 Second Ave., fourth
floor. The exhibit will run through
February 5. Gallery hours are: Mon
day through Friday, 6 to 8 p.m.,
Saturday and Sunday, 1 to 8 p.m.
February 3
CHICAGO: Dr. Ihor Sevcenko of
Harvard University will present a
lecture on "Byzantium and the
Christianization of Rus'"at 6p.m. at
Loyola University, Crown Center,
6525 N. Sheridan Road, as part of a
Millennium public lecture series. A
concert of the Christmas music of
Ukraine by the Metropolitan Cham
ber Ensemble will follow the lecture
at 7:30 p.m. The public is invited. For
more information call (312) 4891339.
February 4
CHICAGO: Dr. Ihor Sevcenko of
Harvard will address the Ukrainian
community on the Millennium and
Harvard's Ukrainian Institute at 3:30
p.m. at the Center of Ukrainian and
Religious Studies, 2247 W. Chicago
Ave.
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ROCHESTER, N.Y.: An exhibit of
art works by Irene Twerdochlib will
run through February 27 at the
Valley Manor 1570 Gallery, 1570
East Ave. Gallery hours are: 1:303:30 p.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays. For more information
call (716) 442-8470.
RIVERDALE, N.Y.:1 An exhibition
of paintings and woodcuts by the late
Jacques Hnizdovsky will run
through February 27 at the Riverdale YM-YWHA, 5625 Arlington
Ave. For more information call
(212) 548-8200.

ism, why alarm the Poles?"
As lor tne manner in which he was khov attempterd to intervene on Mr.
Mr. Shelest's pride in Ukrainian removed from his post and what follow Honchar's behalf, Brezhnev sent him
culture and Ukrainian history was ed, Mr. Shelest provides the following to Andrei Kirilenko, a Politburo mem
reflected in his book "Ukraino Nasha description:
ber and Central Committee secretary.
Radianska," which was published in
"It was roughly the same as happened The batter told Sholokhov that the
1970. It seems to have provided Suslov to others. A Central Committee plenum problem with "Sobor" was its"Kozakowith the ammunition that he was look was in session. It was chaired by Brezh philism," precisely the charge that
ing for.
nev. Then he handed this function to Suslov was later to employ against Mr.
According to Mr. Shelest: "Suslov Suslov and left the room, inviting me to Shelest.
organized an article in the journal follow. There, in another room, there
Th^ appearance of this candid inter
Kommunist Ukrainy which criticized was a discussion of my reassignment. view with Mr. Shelest in Argumenty і
my book for extolling the Kozaks....The Again: ^ve have decided.' Who had Fakty is a further embarrassment, if not
book was withdrawn one month later. 1 decided? This question had not been another hard slap in the face, for the
went to Brezhnev and said: 'What are discussed at the session, or at the man who replaced him and set about
you doing?' і have not read the book,' plenum. The next day a decree was purging Ukraine-Volodymyr Shcherhe said. That was done on Suslov's issued, appointing me deputy chairman ^ vytsky. In fact, since glasnost began to
order.' "
of the USSR Council of Ministers. I have an effect in Ukraine, not only have
Asked directly why he was dismissed worked in that capacity for t^yo years. I Ukrainian intellectuals again started
in May 1972 from his post as first now have a pension. I take what part 1 devoting considerable attention to the
secretary of the Ukrainian Communist can in party social work."
Kozak period, but also some of the
Party, Mr. Shelest states:
nation's leading writers have begun
Last year, additional light was shed openly denouncing the "Brezhnev"I was accused of nationalism after
the publication of my book 'Ukraine, on the circumstances leading up to Mr. . Suslov" approach to nationalities poli
Our Soviet Land.' But I believe that Shelest's dismissal as a "national devia- cy that the present Ukrainian party
personal reasons were the cause. Brezh tionist." It seems that Moscow became leader is associated with.
nev was afraid that a group of young concerned about Ukrainian national
Moreover, last month, Mr. Shcherpeople would form around me. But assertiveness under Mr. Shelest as early bytsky, who had distinguished himself
there was no hint of a 'conspiracy.' as 1968.
for so long by keeping Ukrainian "na
True, I had frequently gone against his
It was in that year that the notorious tionalism" in check, could not have
views. For example, I opposed the "Sobor" (Cathedral) affair took place failed to notice that Kommunist carried
closure of mines in the Donbas and the when the head of the Writers' Union of an article on the Ukrainian national
splitting up of ministries, and there were Ukraine and friend of Mr. Shelest, Oles problem by no other than Ivan Dzyuba,
other issues."
Honchar, was unexpectedly and sav the former dissident whom Mr. Shelest
One of these may have been the fact agely attacked, primarily in the press of protected and who was imprisoned
the
Dnipropetrovske Oblast, for his after the latter was removed. Now on
that Mr. Shelest, as he now acknow
ledges, considered Khrushchev's creat newly published novel by that name. top of this, Mr. Shelest has reopened the
ion of the sovnarkhozy, or regional According to the monthly literary question of the circumstances in which
administrative councils, to be "useful." journal Dnipro, when Mikhail Sbolo- Mr. Shcherbytsky took over in Kiev.
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